


Case Corporation is a $5 billion worldwide designer and manufacturer of agricultural 
and construction equipment. Challenging and creative Engineering positions are 
available at the following locations: Fargo, ND; Chicago & East Moline, IL; 
Racine, WI; Wichita, KS; Burlington, lA; and Phoenix, AZ. 

Qualified Engineers are invited to apply in the following areas: 

• Drivetrain Design & Test 

• Hydraulic Design & Test 

• Electrical/Electronic Design & Test 

• Implement Design & Test 

• Product Platform Design & Test 

• Cab Design & Test 
• Materials Engineering 

• Advanced Manufacturing Engineering 

• Reliability Engineering 

• Product Evaluation 

Requirements include a BS/MS in Agricultural/Mechanical/Electrical/Industrial 
Engineering; previous experience in product development/manufacturing desired. 
Candidates must possess strong written and oral communication skills and have the 
ability to work in a team environment. We offer world-class benefits and compensation 
in an environment that promotes innovation and growth. 

Please send your resume to: 
Case Corporation 
UM-IT 
P.O. Box 3249 
Oak Brook, IL 
60522-3249 

An Equal Opportunity Employer. 
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II REAL COMPANIES + 
REAL PRODUCT DESIGN = 
REAL EDUCATION 

A new product design class teams 

IT students with Carlson School of 

Management students to tackle real 

world design problems. 

II OPENING THE PIPELINE 

A computer camp for girls creates 

fascination for science and technology 

and breaks down stereotypes. 

111 1995-96 
ANNUAL REPORT 

A letter from Dean H. Ted Davis, 

page 7 2; financial summary, page 

7 5; departmental summaries, pages 

7 6-21. 
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About the cover: Civil engineering graduate student Mike Dittes, a 
teaching assistant specializing in geological engineering, uses this 
permeameter to teach soil mechanics to undergraduates. The 
permeameter allows students to determine, among other factors, the 
flow rate of water through various types of soil. You'll find a summary 
of recent activity in the civil engineering department-and in the other 
11 IT departments-in the annual report segment of this issue of 
Inventing Tomorrow. 

Photograph by joshua Zuckerman 
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II NEWS 

Students gear up for Sunrayce 9 7; 
new column for IT Parents Organi

zation; IT thanks 7 995-96 donors; 

calendar of coming events. 

II DONOR PROFILES 

Both individuals and companies 

provide crucial support to IT. Phyllis 

Branin, page 30; Russell Penrose, 

page 3 7; 3M, page 32; Honeywell, 

page 33. 

II FACULTY PROFILE 

Computer science professor Maria 

Gini is building a brave new world 

full of smart robots, software 

agents, and a Pandora's box of 

problems surrounding artificial 

intelligence. 

Printed on recycled paper. 
Contains 50% recycled material, 
10°/o postconsumer material 
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EXPERIENCE GIVES SUNRAVCE 

TEAM AN EDGE 

Aurora' 

On the heels of Sunrayce 95, IT 
students who participated in the 
biennial intercollegiate solar car 
competition began making 
improvements in the design of 
their solar car entry, Aurora II, for 
Sunrayce 97-even though the 
car they had designed, built, 
tested, and raced won second 
place, broke the Sunrayce record 
for highest daily average speed 
three times, and holds the current 
record of 50.4 miles per hour. 

But the 1995 IT team wasn't 
about to drop the ball; part of the 
reason they did so well was what 
they had learned from Aurora I in 
Sunrayce 93. They knew that 
their knowledge of what worked 
and what didn't would make a 
difference in the design of 
Aurora 3, now in the works. 

Sunrayce 97-North America's 
largest race for solar-powered 
cars-will commence on june 19, 
1997, in Indianapolis and finish 
nine days later in Colorado 
Springs. During the competition, 
IT students from a variety of 
discipl ines will race the solar
powered car they design and 
build (based on Aurora II) 1,150 
miles along secondary highways 

and county roads. Although they'll 
start with a charged battery pack 
(enough energy for about one 
day), the energy for the rest of the 
race must come from the sun. 

"But as the students now know, 
the race isn't won on sunny days," 
says Patrick Starr, associate 
professor of mechanical engineer
ing, who, along with mechanical 
engineering professor Virgil 
Marple and electrical engineering 
professor William Peria, serves as 
faculty adviser on the project. 
"That's why we're switching from 
an electric motor that had a chain 
drive to the rear wheel to a motor 
that mounts directly in the wheel. 
This should increase efficiency by 
about 1 0 percent and will make a 
difference on rainy days, as well as 
in climbing hills and accelerating." 

In addition to designing and 
building the car, the students 
manage all other aspects of the 
project, including budgets, public 
relations, and fund-raising. But 
they're not alone. The project's 
1 0-member advisory committee 
provides assistance in finding the 
technical help, materials, and 
services needed along the way. 



"Given our experience working in 
industry, we know how to get 
things done around this town," 
says advisory committee member 
Neil Clark (ME 1948), founder 
and president of Techpower Inc. 
"We're able to help get students 
through doors that might other
wise be closed to them. But what 
they do once they're inside is up 
to them." 

The project provides a vital 
educational ingredient that is 
hard to come by: "Hands-on 
engineering experience is largely 
absent these days," Starr says. 
"Before, the usual path for 
budding engineers to gain 
experience was to tinker with 
cars, radios, and TV sets. Nowa
days, you can't tinker anymore 
because the technology has 
become too sophisticated for the 
common person to grasp." 

"School is great for theory," adds 
Dean Chenoweth (ME 1943; BBA 
1948), founder and vice president 
of Advantek Inc., who is also a 
member of the advisory commit
tee. "But too few students get the 
practical view of what it takes to 
pull the theory off the paper and 
put it onto the driveway. This 
project gives them the practical 
experience that is so vital to 
beginning a career." 

If there's one thing the IT team 
has learned from experience, it is 
that there's no teacher like it. 
When they realized they had lost 
all but three of their starting team 
lineup from Sunrayce 95 to 
graduation, they held a noncredit 
seminar to attract more students. 
The outcome: about 30 more 
students-freshmen and sopho
mores among them-who will 
ensure a pipeline through 
Sunrayce 99. For more informa
tion about the Solar Vehicle 
Project, contact Tonia Stoffregen 
at 612-625-6035 . 
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RUTHERFORD ARIS 

ENDOWMENT 

CAMPAIGN 

ANNOUNCED 

Regents' Professor Rutherford Aris 
addressing the 150 guests at his 
retirement dinner September 28 

Rutherford Aris, Regents' Professor 
of Chemical Engineering and 
Materials Science, retired after 38 
years on the faculty. Aris supervised 
or co-supervised more than 50 
doctoral students, was elected to 
the National Academy of Engineer
ing in 1975, was named a Regents' 
Professor in 1978, and became a 
fellow in the American Academy of 
Arts and Sciences in 1988. As a 
tribute to his lifetime of scholarship 
and achievement, the Department 
of Chemical Engineering and 
Materials Science has established 
the Rutherford Aris Endowment 
Fund, which will provide graduate 
student fellowships and support a 
permanent seminar series dedi
cated to the common bond 
between arts and sciences. The 
campaign committee is being 
chaired by Neal Amundson 
(Chemical Engineering 1937, M.S. 
1941, Mathematics Ph.D. 1945), 
founder and former professor and 
head of the department. The 
honorary co-chair is Lee Raymond 
(Chemical Engineering Ph.D. 
1963), CEO of Exxon Corporation. 
For information about the fund, 
contact Frank Robertson in the IT 
dean's office at 612-626-8282. 
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WINTER AND 

SPRING QUARTER 

CALENDAR 
Check the IT World Wide Web 
page for more information and 
calendar updates or call the IT 
Office of Development and 
External Affairs for more informa
tion about particular events and 
activities. 
Phone: 612-624-2006 
Fax : 612-624-2841 
E-mail: itadmin@mailbox.mail 
.umn.edu 
WWW page: http:/ /www.itdean 
.umn.edu 

January 7 
Mentor Program Kickoff Event 

(tentative) 

January 
IT Forum Luncheon. 

Invited Speaker: 
Governor Arne Carlson 

January-February 
IT Public Lecture (TBA) 

April3 
Science & Technology Day 

Banquet (tentative) 

May 1 
IT Public Lecture: "Leadership, 

Technology, and Global 
Society" 

May S-9 
IT Week 1997 
Mentor Wrap-up Event 

May 10 
Donor Recognition Reception 

(tentative) 

June 6 
IT Commencement 

June 6-7 
Theodore V. Galambos Sympo

sium: "Innovations in Struc
tural Design" 
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IT THANKS 

1996 DONORS 

The Institute of Technology 
wishes to thank the following 
individuals who made gifts to the 
college of $1,000 or more during 
fiscal year 1996 (July 1995- june 
1996). All gifts to IT are deeply 
appreciated; we regret that space 
does not permit a complete 
listing of all of our donors. Our 
1996 corporate/foundation/ 
organization donors will be listed 
in the next issue. 

We regret any errors or omissions. 
Please notify the IT Office of Develop
ment and External Affairs so that 
corrections may be made. 

IT PARENTS 

ORGANIZATION 

GETS INVOLVED 

If you're the proud parent of an 
IT student, don't turn the page. 
This is where you want to be
now and in future issues of 
Inventing Tomorrow-because 
we're dedicating this column to 
you on behalf of our IT Parents 
Organization (ITPO). 

Through this column, we will tell 
you about upcoming events and 
programs and provide other 
information about your son's or 
daughter's IT education . We will 
also let you know how you can 
become more involved through 
leadership and volunteer oppor
tunities. 
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Andreas Acrivos 
Margaret G. Aldrich 
Neal R. Amundson 
Craig R. & Dawn 

Marie Anderson 
james R. Argall 
Roman F. Arnoldy 
jeffrey R. Basford 
Wynn S. Binger 
Carl E. Blair 
john T. Blair 
William N. & joanne 

L. Blatt 
Otto G. Bonestroo 
Phyllis B. Branin 
]. S. Braun 
Charles W. Britzius 
Wilson C. & Elaine 

Brown 
Keith P. & Donna 

Belle Caswell 
Willis T. & Helen 

M . Chandler 
Richard W. Clarke 
Harold A. Cloud 
Graham B. Davis 
Richard V. Deleo 
Thomas W. Du Bruil 
Charles T. Gaskell 
George R. Gibson 
Lloyd W. & Ann E. 

Goerke 
Duane A. Goetsch 
Bob G. Gower 
Elberth R. & Gladys 

Fiora Grant Chari
table Trust 

Julius A. Hanna Jr. 
Herbert]. Hannam 
Edgar E. & Catherine 

Hardy 
Norio Hayakawa 
H. B. Hayden Jr. 
Robert A. Helvig 
james S. & Karen M. 

Holdhusen 
Cheng Li Hsu 
Bruce W. Hultgren 
Robert H. & Marjorie 

F. jewett 
Merece johnson 
La Verne G. jones 
Larry jones 
Todd D. jones 
Robert A. Kierl in 
joan M. Krogh 
Lester C. Krogh 
Paul T. Kubic 
K. S. P. & Usha 

Kumar 
Robert F. Lambert 
Giles W. & Ruth A. 

Larkin 
jan ]. Laskowski 
E. Bruce & judith P. 

Lee 
joseph T. Ling 
Aleyene Louk 
johnson S. Luh 
William E. Lundquist 
Kevin C. Matthews 
Leslie M . McGray 
Donald B. Mcintyre 

Russell] . 
McNaughton 

jerry K. Miller 
Wilmer G. Miller 
John K. & jeanne 

Moorhead 
V. Rama Murthy 
Richard K. Nelson 
Ardis H. Nier 
Kawaro C. Nomura 
Roger M. Nordby 
Russell ]. Penrose 
George T. Piercy 
Sheldon C. Reed 
0. A. Schott 
Edward Schumacher 
Susan M . 

Schumacher 
A. M. Severson 
William E. Seyfried Jr. 
Edward Silberman 
William] . Silliman 
George F. Snodgrass 

Trust 
Curtis M . Stendahl 
Vernon A. Stenger 
Charles E. Taylor Ill 
Mrs. George W. 

Taylor 
Robert C. Theis 
Frank Y. & julie C. 

Tsai 
Glenn E. Ullyot 
Youyeon Won 

ITPO works with the IT dean and 
his staff to improve the education 
of IT students and to assist 
current students, parents, and 
future students in understanding 
the IT experience. The group 
meets quarterly to initiate and 
execute programs that benefit IT 
students and their parents . ITPO 
welcomes new parents when 
their sons or daughters are 
accepted into IT, participates in 
New Student Orientation, hosts 
the annual Dinner with the Dean, 
raises money for IT, hosts spring 
picnic, and holds seminars for 
parents. 

IT Development and External 
Affairs at 612-625-6035, e-mail: 

For more information or to 
participate in ITPO, contact Peter 
Hudleston, associate dean for 
student affairs, at 612-624-5091, 
e-mail: hudlesto@mailbox.mail 
.umn.edu, or Tonia Stoffregen of 

Tonia@itdean.umn.edu. 

HOW TO 

CONTACT IT 

You may now contact IT and find 
information about events and 
programs in several ways. The 
dean's office welcomes inquiries 
and comments from alumni, 
parents, and individual and 
corporate friends. IT dean's office: 
Phone: 612-624-2006 
Fax: 612-624-2841 
E-mail: itadmin@mailbox.mail 
.umn.edu 
WWW page: http:/ /www.itdean 
.umn.edu 
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NEW 

SCHOLARSHIPS 

ESTABLISHED 

Two new IT scholarships were 
established during the summer of 
1996. Dr. and Mrs. Edgar E. Hardy 
(Chemistry 1938, 1940 M.S.) of 
San Diego established the Sally 
Herz Memorial Scholarship for 
chemistry undergraduates in 
honor of Dr. Hardy's grandfather, 
Sally Herz. The merit-based 
scholarship provides five $2,500 
awards per year. 

The Twin Cities Section of the 
Instrument Society of America 
(ISA) established a merit-based 
scholarship that provides $2,500 
to an upper division student in 
one of the IT engineering depart
ments who expresses an interest 
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in pursuing a career in instrumen
tation and control specialization. 

For information on how your 
family or organization may 
establish a scholarship, call the IT 
Office of Development and 
External Affairs at 612-624-5537. 

NEW PUBLIC 

LECTURE SERIES 

"The Physics of Star Trek" was the 
first in a new series of free public 
lectures sponsored by the 
Institute of Technology. Lawrence 
M. Krauss, the Ambrose Swasey 
Professor of Physics, professor of 
astronomy, and chair of the 
physics department at Case 
Western Reserve University, spoke 
November 20 at Northrop 
Auditorium. Krauss, who has 

written a best-selling book with 
the same title, used the future as 
depicted in the various Star Trek 
television series and movies as a 
launching pad to talk about 
modern physics and discussed 
the scientific ideas underlying 
such Star Trek concepts as warp 
drive, transporters, and time 
travel. Future lectures will be 
announced as they are sched
uled. 

ABET RENEWS 

ACCREDITATION 

Based on a thorough evaluation 
of IT's undergraduate engineer
ing programs by the Accredita
tion Board for Engineering and 
Technology (ABET), all eight 
undergraduate engineering 
programs have been accredited. 

apid Pl'ototyping 
in 1 to8days 

• Stereolithography 
up to 20x20x23 

• Prototype Injection 
Tooling & Parts 
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• Design Assistance/ 
Pro-E 

• CNC Models 

• Cast Urethane Parts 

• EMI!RFI Shielding 

• Vacuum Forming 

• Part Decorating 

• Rim Models 

Professional Technologies gives you more 
than great service and fast, high quality 
turnaround on your project. We excel at 
providing innovative solutions to the 
toughest leadtime challenge. 

Give us a call and discover the 
Professional difference. 

Professional Technologies 
15825 Central Avenue NE 

Ham Lake. MN 55304 
(612) 434-0710 Phone • (612) 434-0711 Fax 

(612) 434-9796 Modem 
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H istorically, the rap on most 
engineering programs has been 
that, while students might leave 
college well grounded in theory, 
they are sorely lacking in hands
on, real-world experience. Thanks 
to a new collaborative course 
offering from IT and the Carlson 
School of Management (CSOM), 
University of Minnesota students 
have laid that charge to rest. 

The graduate-level course-New 
Product Design and Development 
(NPDD)-brings together IT and 
CSOM graduate students and 
faculty with representatives from 
client companies to design and 
develop new products for the 
companies, along with business 
plans for the products. 

Teams of six to ten students-half 
graduate-level engineers and half 
second-year M.B.A. students
work together for three consecu
tive academic quarters (nine 
months) to design and develop a 
real product and the business 
plan necessary to bring it to 
market. Participating companies, 
which pay up to $20,000 to 
partially offset instructional costs, 
retain intellectual property rights 
and revenues generated by the 
products. 

"I think this represents a new 
model for university-industry 
interaction and demonstrates one 
of the ways the University can be 
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responsive to the needs of the 
business community," says 
William K. Durfee, associate 
professor of mechanical engineer
ing, who, with the help of fellow 
mechanical engineering professor 
Arthur G. Erdman, coordinates 
the program from the IT side. 
"This is truly a collaborative effort 
between us, the Carlson School of 
Management, and participating 
companies. And everyone 
benefits." 

Participation has grown from 
three companies and about 20 
students during the inaugural 
offering in 1994-95 to six compa
nies and about 40 students this 
year, and the work has already 
led to some provisional patents. 
A new product developed for one 
of last year's participants, Reell 
Precision Manufacturing Corpora
tion (RPM), may go to market 
soon. RPM, a Twin Cities com
pany founded by mechanical 
engineering alumni Lee johnson, 
Dale Merrick, and Robert 
Wahlstedt, manufactures spring 
clutches for laptop computers 
and other applications. 

"Our team of students spent the 
first quarter last year doing a 
survey of opportunities at RPM," 
says Erdman. "We wanted to 
develop a solid understanding of 
RPM's core technologies in order 
to be able to develop new 
applications." 

By the end of fall quarter the 
NPDD team had come up with 
more than 30 possible applica
tions compatible with RPM's 
capabilities, submitted the best of 
them to company representatives, 
and settled on a single application 
for which they would develop 
prototypes. The selected applica
tion-which for proprietary 
reasons is still confidential-was 
explored from several different 
angles. 

"A couple of engineers from RPM 
pretty much joined the team," 
says Erdman. "The enthusiasm just 
kept growing as we worked 
through the design and develop
ment process. The team devel
oped a series of prototypes, 
applying RPM's technology to an 
application in a totally new 
market. 

"Near the end of the course, we 
approached an original equipment 
manufacturer in Chicago. Several 
of the team members flew to 
Chicago, prototypes in hand, to 
present the results of our design 
and development efforts. As we 
worked our way up the ladder, 
giving our presentation to three or 
four groups, each successively 
higher up in the administrative 
structure, I kept expecting some
one to say, 'This is all very interest
ing, but it won't work for us.' That 
never happened." 
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RPM and the Chicago manufac
turer are pressing forward with 
plans to take the new product to 
market. If no unexpected compli
cations turn up, the product may 
reach the marketplace as early as 
next summer. 

"This is a very exciting outcome 
for us," says Erdman. "RPM is a 
very capable company, extremely 
good at design and manufactur
ing. Yet through this class, we 
were able to bring them a new 
market opportunity, as well as 
provide some additional market
ing know-how." 

Another high-profile NPDD 
success grew out of a collabora
tion with Micro Medical Devices 
Inc. Working with company 
representatives, students de
signed and developed an endo
scope-possibly the smallest in 
the world-with a microstepper 
motor capable of moving in 
increments as small as 12 nano
meters and microoptics less than 
half a millimeter in diameter. 
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Clearly, participating companies 
stand to benefit should the 
collaborations lead to viable 
commercial products . But the 
benefits to the students and the 
University may be even greater, 
Erdman says. 

" Students in both IT and CSOM 
benefit from working on real 
product design and develop
ment," says Erdman. "There's no 
way students working on artificial 
or simulated design and develop
ment problems could gain 
experience as valuable as this. 
Almost no other students in the 
country have participated in 
projects like ours with cross
functional teams, real budgets, 
and real deadlines. 

" Furthermore, a successfui 
program like this will bring many 
benefits-often in unexpected 
ways- to the University of 
Minnesota as a whole. We need 
to extend ourselves to the 
community and offer these kinds 
of programs to Minnesota 
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companies and others." 

Currently, NPDD has six projects 
under way. Collaborating partici
pants include the Donaldson 
Company Inc., Aetrium, Spinal 
Designs, Horton Industrial Prod
ucts Inc., and the University of 
Minnesota Medical School. 
Interest in the new course hasn't 
yet reached the point at which 
companies will have to be turned 
down, but the good news is 
spreading fast, according to 
Durfee. 

"Wherever we go, companies are 
excited about this opportunity," 
he says. "The key reason interest is 
so high is that the companies get 
to retain the intellectual property 
rights." If the interest among 
potential participant companies 
ultimately exceeds available 
student and faculty teams, 
participants that meet the basic 
requirements will be chosen on a 
first-come, first-served basis. 
Proposed projects must focus on a 
real product intended for the 
marketplace; mesh reasonably 
well with the capabilities of the 
faculty/ student teams; involve 
applying or modifying existing 
technology-not research and 
development of new technology; 
and offer a reasonable chance of 
success within the nine-month 
academic year. Participating 
faculty members assess applicants. 

The program is ideally suited to 
companies that have a novel 
product idea but lack the in-house 
resources to complete the design 
and development. Independent 
companies with total annual 
revenues of less than $1 million 
pay a reduced fee of $7,000. 

For more information, contact 
Durfee at: 612-624-5524 
E-mail: wkdurfee@maroon .tc 
.umn.edu 
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ter camp for girls 
eaks down stereotypes 

and makes science fun 

Do you have to type a lot? Do 
you use e-mail? Do you ever start 
a project and not finish it? Do 
you get paid a lot? These are just 
some of the questions girls 
timidly posed to scientists at two 
five-day IT computer camps held 
in July for fifth- and sixth-grade 
girls. 

But that was the first day. By the 
end of the week, there was no 
longer anything timid about the 
30 girls who attended each 
session or their questions. Even 
their language had changed: 
"Let's set the power on No. 8, 
then tell it to talk to motor A end 
to backward and set right on 4 ." 

In the camp, called Career 
Choices and Computing (or C3), 

the girls learned that there's 
much more to computers than 
"typing" and gained confidence 
in their newfound abilities 
through a week-long agenda that 
would have taxed even a 60-
hour-a-week workaholic. But the 
girls didn't seem to notice. They 
were having too much fun. 

Organizers Susan Marino, 
director of the Institute of 
Technology Program for Women 
and assistant to the dean, and 
Vivian Johnson, professor of 
education at Hamline University, 
had a mission in mind: to spark 
an interest in computers to help 
the girls with their future careers, 
possibly in computer science, 
where women are so few and far 
between. 

"The camp isn't about forcing 
careers in computer science or 



engineering on kids," says 
Marino. "It's about let's see where 
their interests go. No matter what 
their interests, they can see the 
computer as a tool and use it well 
enough to get a job." 

As simple as this idea sounds, it 
seems clear that the girls didn't 
share the perspective that a career 
in computer science is a viable 
choice for anyone. Camp partici
pants made two collages-one 
the first day and another the 
last-showing how computers are 
used and who uses them. While 
their first attempt showed clipped 
pictures primarily of white-collar 
men working in office settings, 
their second effort included 
pictures of people in careers 
across the board- and far more 
women. 

"It's very important for women to 
be technologically sophisticated, 
no matter what their interests
whether that's engineering, art, or 
finance," says Marino. " Some of 
these girls might have to get jobs 
right out of high school, and 
others may end up being the sole 
breadwinner for their families . 
With the right computer skills and 
confidence in computing, they' ll 
get better jobs. They'll also have 
the flexibility to work at home, 
which many women need. Those 
who decide to become engineers 
or computer scientists will land 
some of the best jobs in the 
country." 

The girls started each day at 
8:30a.m. and worked steadily 
until 4:30p.m., breaking only for 
lunch and an afternoon snack. 
First thing in the morning (and 
last thing each day), they checked 
their e-mail on the Internet and 
responded to messages from their 
preassigned e-mail mentors, most 
of them alumni working in the 
Twin Cities. 
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On several days, the girls then 
gave presentations, complete 
with props, posters, and other 
visuals. While one presentation 
with a scientist/ mentor took the 
format of the Oprah Winfrey 
show (including questions and 
comments from the audience), 
another took the form of a play at 
an experimental theater. Subject 
matter covered everything from 
their mentors' careers (the kind of 
clothes you would wear and how 

much you would travel), to 
products and corporate life at 
Medtronic (there was a field trip 
to Medtronic). 

The nuts and bolts of the camp, 
however, took place when the 
girls split into pairs in the after
noon to work on their projects. 
Using Lego sets created by Lego's 
Educational Division, Lego Dacta, 
their goal was to build structures 
and then animate them by 

NUMERICALL V SPEAKING 
The numbers tell the story. Of rOLH)hly 400 faculty nwmbers 

in IT, only 6 percent are women. In 1995, women comprised 

22 percent of the IT undergraduate population and Clflly 20 

percent of all IT graduate students. But IT actrJally riof"i quite 

well when it comes to recruiting women; national avc:raqes 

for other technological institutions are lower \till. 

It gets worse. In some science and engineering specialties, 

women nationwide number fewer than they dtd two decades 

ago. Computer ocience is a perfect r•xamplc>. Stnce 1988, the 

percentage of computer science degrees awarded to womd1 

has declined by 5 percent--during years of tmmense qrowth 

in the field, according to the American Association for the 

Advancement of Science (AAAS). 

While no one knows the real causes of this phcnonwr10n, just 

about everybody has ideas about why women don't choose 

careers in science and enqirwcrirlCJ Rcasom rc~nqc from qirls 

lacking the necessary confidence to '>Ucceed, to im<HJC'> of 

women that arc rnore demcanincJ ;md more pervasive than 

ever before, to male "clubbiness" that cxc ludcs wonwn, to an 

educational system that promotes stereotype'>. 

AAAS reported recently that women pursrJinq CcHf'f'l'> rn 

science and technoloqy suffer isolation, humiliation, hmtility, 

and sexual advances; there is a lack of role models and 

mentors; and workload'> can sevcrrly hindc·r per'.onal life. 

Accordinq to Pd!ricia Mcllvcnna, a computer 'Y'>tC'Ill'> comult 

ant with Soltd Loqic Corp. in Eden F'rdiric, rv1111W'<;nta, "ll1erP 

are other thinq., womcr1 cc1n do to make lll<HH'Y witiHllJt 

havinq to fiqht c redtbtlity i'>'>llf'S f'Vcry \l!lqlr ' 

Althouqh there i\ disaqrccmcnt ,JlHHJt thr· >.d1·,;,·· t!" rr· 1\ 

virtually unanimous aqrccrncnt on tlw ;oluttclll \l.llt dt the 

beginning--Ill qrade schooh, where qirls need role models 

and encouragement to pursue sU·rcotyprc dlly rncJic frr·ld'> 

and get the pipeline movlmJ. 
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interfacing with the computer 
and writing programming 
commands. 

Anyone who has been exposed 
to Legos (and their myriad 
minuscule parts) knows that just 
building a structure can be a 
challenge. Add to this interface 
boxes, sensors, computer leads, 
motors, lights, and an assortment 
of gears, and the project be
comes truly complex. 

By the end of the week, though, 
it looked as though the gi rls had 
been doing it for years. Like true 

Camp participants designed and 
built computer-controlled 
structures ranging from dinosaurs 
to amusement park rides. 

scientists, they recorded informa
tion about what they had 
learned, problems they encoun
tered, and other factors in t heir 
journals at the end of each day, 
ready to begin anew the next. It's 
hard to say what stood out most, 
their sophisticated computer skills 
or their incredible ingenuity. 

Take The Rex, for example-a 
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tyrannosaurus rex, 
armed with 
motor, batteries, 
gears, and an 
"awesome" light 
on its head; two 
girls constructed it 
and programmed 
it to stalk both 
forward and 
backward . Or the 
Ferris Wheel 
(complete with 
seat belts), which 
stopped at every 
chair to let riders 
on and off and 
spun for a few 
seconds in 
between. Final 

Students who return to computer camp next year 
will be offered an advanced program. 

projects ranged 
from The Insane Train to The Wild 
Thing (just like the ride at 
Valleyfair) to The Lifter, a lighted 
elevator that ascended, de
scended, and stopped at every 
level. On the fifth day, the girls 
proudly demonstrated their hard 
work at a reception for their 
parents. 

Throughout the week, IT under
graduate and graduate students 
helped the girls-one for every 
three pairs-in their work. They 
also tracked and documented the 
girls' comfort level and the 
complexity of their projects 
several times each day. Teachers 
Kathy Ames and joan Bodey of the 
St. Paul schools oversaw the 
classroom and kept things 
moving-everyth ing except the 
animated structures, which were 
left solely to the girls. 

"It was very rewarding to see how 
intently the girls all worked and 
the pride they had in their 
projects," says Marino. "They 
were using high-tech, cutting
edge equipment in a relatively 
new teaching lab on the second 
floor of the computer science 
building, and I think just being 
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there made them feel proud and 
important, and part of a larger 
community." 

The girls formed strong bonds 
among themselves and with their 
mentors, according to Marino, 
which played a role in the decision 
to expand the scope of the camp, 
making it an ongoing process. 
"The idea from here on out is to 
keep everybody connected," says 
Marino. "The girls were all given 
their own e-mail accounts with 
the University to stay in touch . 
Unfortunately, some of them don't 
have access to computers either at 
home or at school, so I've been 
trying to find computers for them 
to keep them communicating and 
their interests growing." 

In September the girls met again 
at the University to plan five 
events this year, including a trip to 
the Science Museum and possibly 
the Science Fair, as well as more 
hands-on projects, one of which 
may involve taking a computer 
apart to see what goes on inside. 

They're already looking forward to 
next year, when there will be a 
session for fifth and sixth graders 
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and two new sessions: one for 
seventh and eighth graders and 
another, more advanced session 
for those who return . About 90 
percent of the participants from 
this year's camp are planning to 
take the advanced session next 
year. The outcome should prove 
even more "awesome" the 
second time around. 

THE PROGRAM 

FOR WOMEN 
In 1990 IT credtcd fl'> PruqrcJrn 

fur vVomer1 in rc>porl'>t' to the 

continuinq r1ationJI 

underrcprescnt<~trorl of wor1wr1 

in '>CicrKc and tcclmolocJV 

Sine e thdt trnH•, nurnt·ruu\ 

succe'>sful proqram-, diHI events 

for younq qirl\ undcrqrc~cludtc 

and graduate wonwn, c~r HI II 

women fc1culty hdvc lwc·r1 

inrlidtl'd to dddrc·'>'> rc·lev<~rrl 

ISSLJE:'S clllCf patch Wildt 11\dllY 

ldll "tlw leaky pipc·lrrw" r lwy 

inc lud(': 

Opportunities Day for Girls: 
Ec1ch yedr dpproxrrn.rll'ly 1150 

eiqhth-qrac!e qrrls c Ollll' tu 

campus to partie rpc~tv 111 

demonstratior\'> c~nd h,HHI\ on 

ac tivilrcs cie'>iqrwd to \hcr..v lhdt 

SCIE:'IlCl', E:'11C)int'C'fii1CJ, diHf llldtfl 

Cdfl fW both intcrcslirHJ ,111d 

fun. The proqr<~m fHOvrdcs 

female role rr1odvh by LJ'>irrq 

umk·rgrdduate and qrcJduatP 

student<, and wonwrr IMully 

members<~<> quidc•s drid 

presenter'>. 

Recruitment and Reten
tion: To help rcc ruil .rnd rctc~ir1 

femdiP CJidduate studt·rlh, 

qr<~dudtc <l'>Si'>ldnl\ c urJtdc I 

potent ic1l wonwn lJfddLrd\t' 

~tudcnts by llrdrl drld plrorH·, 
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Funding and scholarships for 
the camp were provided by 
Medtronic Inc., Worthington 
Software, Minnegasco, the 
University's Department of 
Computer Science, and a 
partial NASA grant. 

orcpnize campu'> visit\, and 

assist with \ocial activities for 

women students within 

departments and acro>s IT. 

Graduate Women's Net
work: This network promotes 

the exc hamJe of information 

and support for women 

lJradudte studer1h who are 

studyirlCJ to be '>Cientists and 

enqinecrs. Each year begins 

with the Crddu<~te Women's 

Fall Welconw Rcccptron. More 

visible amonq the network's 

dClivilit•) drt' till' CjlddUd[(' 

>tudcnl'>' mor1t hly pill a 
lunches, dl which .1l lcd'>t one 

IT wom.rn L1culty member 

p,1rtic if..ldtC'> in c~n informal 

exc hanqe about de c~demic 

career'> c~nd rnec·tirHJ the 

chaliE'IlCJC'> of qrt~dutJlc ~chool. 

Society of Women Engi
neers (SWE): The Univer'>ity 

of Minrw>Otd 11d'> dn exception

ally <~clive studC'nt SWE chapter. 

1\c tivitie'> include monthly 

meetir1q'>, d monthly rwwslet

ter, ice < redm ~oc i.rh, outreach 

proqrdms to qrc1dc sc hoofs and 

hiqh schools, nwr1turing 

dcirv!tiv'> tor ullCicrqraduale 

'>lucients, a «nccr fdrr, '>Cholar

'>hip'>, and Icc lures on women's 

1\\Ut'\ 

Coalition of Women Gradu
ate Students: Supported by 

If you'd like to volunteer as a 
mentor or to support the 
1997 computer camp and 
related scholarships, contact 
Susan Marino, director of the 
Program for Women, Insti
tute of Technology, Univer
sity of Minnesota, 120 Lind 
Hall, 207 Church Street S.E., 
Minneapolis, MN 55455. 
612-624-1317. 

the MinrW'>Old Women\ Center 

and the Commrs>ion on 

Women at the University of 

Minnesota, tlw co,1lition is a 
qroup of qr·.lcltJdte women from 

acros> the Ur1iver:-,rty who come 

toqether to .1ddrl'S'> common 

issues, such .1'> the '>UbJect of its 

recent report "lmpruvilllJ the 

Climc~tc for Worm·n Craduate 

Students lhrouqh Quality 

Mentorinq." 

IT Women Faculty: Spon

sored by the Proc]i.tm for 

Women, d two-ddy <~rmual 

winter retrec1t qrvc'\ womt>n 

faculty nwmlwr> .111 opportu

nity to exchdllCJC rcic•c~s, di'>c uss 

issues, and lwncfrt from 

informc~l nwntorirHJ. 

Women in Science and 
Engineering: Tim CJroup 

brings toqetlwr rqnec,ent,ltivcs 

from the Twin C:rtrc'> Cdmpus 

science and l'rlcJillt't'rinq 

colleqcs to work on common 

issues. The Proqram for Women 

has been a carnpu'> le.1der in 

many of this CJIOup\ dCtivities. 

Climate Surveys: The Pro

gram tor Women cor1ducts 

periodic '>UrVl'YS to dSSl:'SS the 

quality of the envirormwnt at IT 

for women ur1derqrdduate and 

graduc1te studcrlt'> dnd faculty 

member<. and to help identify 

and address speer fie c oncerm 
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Left to right, top row: Matthew V. 
Tirrell, head, Department of 
Chemical Engineering and 
Materials Science; Richard W. 
Hatfield, director of development 
and external affairs; Naresh Jain, 
head, Department of Mathemat
ics; Richard J. Goldstein, head, 
Department of Mechanical 
Engineering. Second row: Steven 
L. Crouch, head, Department of 
Civil Engineering; W. Ronald 
Gentry, chair, Department of 
Chemistry; K. S. P. Kumar, associ
ate dean; R. Vance Morey, head, 
Department of Biosystems and 
Agricultural Engineering; Mostafa 
Kaveh, head, Department of 
Electrical Engineering; Ahmed 
Sameh, head, Department of 
Computer Science. Third row: 
Willard Miller Jr., associate dean; 
Karen Wolterstorff, associate to 
the dean; Thomas W. Jones, chair, 
Department of Astronomy; 
William Garrard, head, Depart
ment of Aerospace Engineering 
and Mechanics; Peter Hudleston, 
associate dean; Allen M. Goldman, 
head, Department of Physics; 
William Seyfried, head, Depart
ment of Geology and Geophysics. 
Bottom row: H. Ted Davis, IT 
dean; Linda Bruemmer, associate 
to the dean. 

Group photograph by Rob Levine 
H. Ted Davis photograph by Dan Vogel 
Other annual report photographs 
by joshua Zuckerman 

The 1995-96 academic year 
proved to be both rewarding and 
challenging. As the first year of 
our new administration, it has 
naturally been a time to assess our 
status, adjust our strategies, and 
commence new initiatives. It has 
also been a year that underscored 
my firm belief that the Institute of 
Technology is still the best college 
at the University of Minnesota 
and an indispensable educational 
and economic resource to the 
state and the nation. 

Despite tough economic times in 
terms of the level of funding 

provided to us by the Minnesota 
Legislature, our faculty has 
continued to shine, securing 
$78,741,570 in federal funds and 
funding from industrial and other 
private sources. This represents 
an increase of $1,992,173 over 

the previous academic year. 

Our students continue to rank 
among the best in the nation. 
They are highly sought after for 
positions in industry and 
academia as well as openings in 
graduate schools around the 
world. Some 1 35 companies are 
signed up for fall interviews with 
our graduates. Their performance 
in formal competitions-every-



H. Ted Davis, IT dean 

thing from designing and racing 
solar vehicles to building and 
programming intelligent ro
bots-has been exemplary. 

Our alumni continue to found 
companies, invent products, and 
provide both the leadership and 
the workforce for many of the 
most powerful companies in the 
state and the nation. Four IT 
alumni-Fred A. Donath (Geol
ogy 1954 ), Bob G. Gower 
(Chemistry 1963, Ph .D.), James 
A. Peterson (Geology 1949 M .S., 
1952 Ph.D.), and Oscar A. Schott 
(Electrical Engineering 1934)
were recognized during the past 
year with the University of 
Minnesota Outstanding Achieve
ment Award. 

A NEW BEGINNING 
We have built a strong and 
balanced leadership team in the 
dean's office. One of the reasons I 
accepted the position as dean of 
IT is that I believe my experience 
at the University of Minnesota-
32 years on the faculty, including 
15 years as head of the Depart
ment of Chemical Engineering 
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and Materials Science-has 
provided me with a unique 
perspective that will help us 
reshape the institute to meet the 
changing needs of the people of 
Minnesota and the nation, as 
well as those of our industrial and 
academic partners. 

A number of key administrative 
leaders both supplement and 
complement my personal 
experience, including associate 
deans Peter J. Hudleston (26 
years as a member of the Depart
ment of Geology and Geophysics 
faculty, including 1 0 as head of 
that department), Pat Kumar (32 
years as a member of the Depart
ment of Electrical Engineering, 
including a year as head of the 
Department of Computer Science 
and 8 years as director of UNITE 
Instructional Television), and 
Willard Miller Jr. (30 years as a 
member of the Department of 
Mathematics faculty, including 
1 7 years of administrative 
experience) . 

We have added several key new 
players to our administrative 
team. Among them are Richard 
W. Hatfield, our new director of 
development and external affairs, 
and Sam Moore, director of 
Academic Programs for Excel
lence in Engineering and Science 
(APEXES) . Hatfield brings 20 
years' experience in develop
ment, external relations, and 
marketing to IT, and Moore is 
working aggressively to increase 
the representation of minorities 
among IT students, faculty, and 
staff. Other team members who 
will play integral roles in shaping 
the future of IT include Susan 
Marino, director of the Women in 
IT program, and Sharon Kurtt, 
head of the Career Services 
program . 

The University of Minnesota 
central administration recently 
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decided to shift to an Initiatives for 
Managed Growth model for 
accounting procedures beginning 
in July 1997. Among other things, 
this means that, roughly speaking, 
the funds accruing from tuition 
and other fees for IT programs will 
be returned directly to IT. To 
maximize our effectiveness in the 
new environment created by this 
change and the trend toward 
reduced support from the state 
legislature, we have established 
several new operating principles. 
Foremost among them are two 
that govern new programs: (1) 
they must fill a special educational, 
scholarly, or outreach need in the 
IT community; and (2) they must 
generate new revenues . 

A STRONG 
RESEARCH TRADITION 
Our faculty demonstrated once 
again that they are world leaders 
in research and development. The 
money secured by our researchers 
(which exceeds state support and 
tuition combined by some $22 
million) is impressive in itself, and 
quite simply indispensable to our 
daily operations. But dollars and 
cents provide a superficial indica
tion of the significance of the 
research work that is done here. 
Through our many research 
centers and programs, as well as 
independent research projects, our 
faculty continue to provide the 
leadership and innovation critical 
to continued economic growth, 
both statewide and nationally. 

A few of the many accomplish
ments of our faculty include: 

e A research team from the 
nanostructure laboratory headed 
by electrical engineering professor 
Stephen Y. Chou recently demon
strated a high-throughput litho
graphic method with 25-nano
meter resolution and smooth 
vertical sidewalls. 
• Autoscope, a wide area video 
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vehicle detection system devel
oped by a research team headed 
by civil engineering professor 
Panos Michalopoulos, has evolved 
into a viable commercial venture 
that was awarded a Federal 
Highway Administration contract 
and will generate approximately 
$850,000 in royalties to the 
University during 1996. 
e A research team headed by 
William B. Tolman, associate 
professor of chemistry, has found 
the first experimental evidence on 
fundamental chemical events 
central to dioxygen production 
and utilization during photosyn
thesis. 
e During the past year, our 391 
faculty members have published 
roughly 1,500 papers in refereed 
journals and wrote or edited some 
30 books. 

CORPORATE AND 
INDIVIDUAL SUPPORT 
During the past 15 years, as the 
level of legislative funding has 
decreased, both corporate and 
individual support has increased 
dramatically. Once again, we are 
deeply indebted to our private 
partners for the generous support 
they have provided. Contributions 
from the private sector totaled 
more than $8 million during 
1995-96, a substantial increase 
over the prior year. 

The two major capital campaigns 
currently under way are faring 
well. The drive to establish a $12 
million endowment to support the 
Biomedical Engineering Institute
a joint venture between the 
Medical School and IT -has 
passed the halfway mark. And 
thanks to the generous help of 
several of our mechanical engi
neering alumni who have contrib
uted both time and money, the 
campaign to raise $9 million for 
the new mechanical engineering 
building is also on schedu le. 
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Private support will continue to 
play a critical role in helping us 
maintain our level of excellence in 
the years to come. 

ALUMN N ACTION 
IT has benefitted greatly from the 
service contributions of its alumni 
during the past year-particularly 
through the many programs of 
the IT Alumni Society (ITAS). 
Annual programs and events 
benefit our alumni, current 
students, and the institute in 
general. ITAS awarded $10,000 in 
scholarships last year, supporting 
five ITAS scholars. It is impossible 
to measure the importance of the 
contribution made by the hun
dreds of dedicated ITAS volun
teers. I would like to thank them, 
and recognize in particular ITAS 
past president Lorraine I. Clark 
(Chemical Engineering 1977) and 
President james A. Mclinn 
(Physics 1974, M.S.). 

A LOOK TO THE FUTURE 
The trend toward reduced state 
support may soon be mirrored by 
a reduction in federal research 
funding . In order to not only 
retain but improve upon our level 
of excellence, IT must become 
ever more focused on our objec
tives and flexible in our methods. 
Recently, we have undertaken 
several new initiatives to help us 
attain our goals . Among them 
are: 

e Three new professional master's 
programs, in software engineer
ing, information networking and 
telecommunications, and manu
facturing . These programs will 
begin in fall 1997. 
e A variety of programs designed 
to more fully utilize available 
facilities and generate net new 
revenues while serving the needs 
of our community, including a 
summer school for high school 
students that will provide for
credit college-level science and 
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engineering classes. A summer 
computer camp for girls is 
flourishing, and a similar program 
for underrepresented minorities is 
being designed. 
e New recruitment efforts 
designed to attract out-of-state 
students who are not covered by 
reciprocity agreements, and thus 
increase the level of tuition 
revenues. 
e Ongoing efforts to upgrade 
and maintain instructional 
computing resources and other 
integral classroom and laboratory 
technology, including interactive 
telecommunications technology. 
e A capital campaign to fund 
needed expansions/ renovations to 
Amundson Hall, home to the 
Department of Chemical Engi
neering and Materials Science. 
e Creating an Industrial Assis
tance Center Web page that will 
enable companies to quickly 
identify specific faculty expertise 
and research specialties. 

We must continue to adjust and 
refine our strategies and methods. 
The changing environment of 
support for higher education may 
well force us to increase our 
dependence on partnerships with 
private companies and individu
als . Nonetheless, I am firmly 
convinced that IT is positioned 
not only to survive but to grow 
stronger in the years ahead. With 
your continued support, we can 
ensure that IT remains a dynamic 
leader in science and engineering 
education and research, as well as 
an integral component of the 
continued social, political, and 
economic well-being of our state 
and nation. 

H. Ted Davis 
Dean, Institute of Technology 
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Undergraduate Enrollment 

Graduate Enrollment 

Master's Degree Students 
Doctoral Degree Students 

Degrees Conferred 

Bachelor's 
Master's 

Doctoral 

liii~r!•~r••!•aillwlwr!•~~·• 

State/Tuition Funds 

State Special Funds 

Research Support* 

Sponsored Research Expenditures*** 
Donations 

Total Operating Budget 

1994-95 1995-96 

4,296 4,238 

692 675 

1,137 1,098 

987 904 
300 345 

205 216 

1993-94 1994-95 

$ 52,175,821 $ 54,320,880 
3,021,000 3,067,000 

4,089,631 1,530,772** 

76,749,393 78,741,570 
7,452,396 8,211,667 

$ 143,488,241 $ 145,871,889 

* Research support comprises nonrecurring funds from the University to the Institute. 

** Note: $1,850,892 was disbursed directly to IT units via state funds . 
*** Sponsored research expenditures comprise federal and industrial funds, including grants in aid of research. 

DEGREE-GRANTING 
DEPARTMENTS AND OTHER 
PROGRAMS 

Physical Sciences and 
Mathematics 
• Astronomy 
• Chemistry 
• Geology and Geophysics 
• Mathematics 

• Physics 

Engineering 
• Aerospace Engineering and 

Mechanics 

• Biosystems and Agricultural 
Engineering 

• Chemical Engineering and 
Materials Science 

• Civil Engineering 
• Computer Science 
• Electrical Engineering 
• Mechanical Engineering 

OTHER DEGREE-GRANTING 
PROGRAMS 

• History of Science and Technology 

OTHER PROGRAMS 

• Minnesota Talented Youth 
Mathematics Project (School of 
Mathematics) 

RESEARCH CENTERS 

INSTITUTE CENTERS 
• Army High Performance Computing 

Research Center 

• Charles Babbage Institute for the 
History of Information Processing 

• Center for the Development of 
Technological Leadership 

• Center for Interfacial Engineering 
• Institute for Mathematics and Its 

Applications 
• Microtechnology Laboratory 
• NSF Center for the Computation and 

Visualization of Geometric Structures 

DEPARTMENTAL CENTERS 
Astronomy/Computer Science/ 
Electrical Engineering 
• Laboratory for Computational 

Science and Engineering 

Chemical Engineering and 
Materials Science 
• Corrosion Research Center 

• Surface Analysis Center 

Civil Engineering 
• St. Anthony Falls Laboratory 

Electrical Engineering 
• Control Science and Dynamical 

Systems 
• Magnetics and Information 

Technologies 

Mathematics 
• Minnesota Center for Industrial 

Mathematics 

Winchell School of Earth Sciences 
• Limnology Research Center 
• Minnesota Geological Survey 
• Rock Magnetism Institute 

Mechanical Engineering 
• Center for Advanced Manufacturing, 

Design, and Control 

• Center for Diesel Research 
• Center for Plasma-Aided Manufactur

ing (with the University of Wisconsin 
at Madison) 

• Filtration Research Center 
• Particle Technology Laboratory 

Physics 
• Theoretical Physics Institute 

INTERCOLLEGIATE CENTERS 
• Biomedical Engineering Institute 

(with the University of Minnesota 
Medical School) 

• Biological Process Technology 
Institute (with the University of 
Minnesota College of Biological 
Sciences and the Medical School) 
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AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 
AND MECHANICS 

FACULTY 
Amy Alving, Gary Balas, Ellen Longmire, Tom Shield, 
and Yiyuan Zhao have been promoted to the rank of 
associate professor with tenure, effective September 
1996. Alving (Ph .D. Princeton) is an experimental 
fluid mechanician who works primarily in boundary 
layers. Balas (Caltech) specializes in automatic 
control theory with applications to aerospace 
systems. Longmire (Stanford) does experimental 
studies in particle-laden flows and turbulence. Shield 
(University of California, Berkeley) is a solid mechani
cian who uses optical methods to study a variety of 
phenomena in mechanics of materials. Zhao 
(Stanford) does research in guidance and control of 
aerospace systems. 

"Recent Developments in Elasticity," a symposium at 
the ASME meeting in Baltimore, celebrated the 70th 
birthday of Professor Emeritus j. L. Ericksen. Talks 
threaded through the full range of his past and 
current interests: liquid crystals, fundamental 
continuum mechanics, nonlinear elasticity, rods and 
shells, soil mechanics, phase transformations, 
thermodynamics, mathematical analysis, crystallog
raphy, magnetism, thin films, viscoelasticity, and 
dynamics. A banquet held on the johns Hopkins 
University campus was followed by a brief talk, 
respecting Ericksen's widely appreciated distaste for 
long-winded after-dinner speeches. Professors Roger 
Fosdick, Richard james, and Lev Truskinovsky 
attended and lectured at the symposium . 

STUDENTS 
Senior Sarah Braasch spent spring quarter in France, 
doing research on flight control at the Centre 
d'Etudes et de Recherche de Toulouse, the research 
center for one of the premier aerospace universities 
in the country. Braasch also received an AIM 1995-
96 undergraduate scholarship. 

Wendy Grebner received the Amelia Earhart Fellow
ship from the Zonta International Foundation for a 
second year; the award is given to women for 
graduate study in aerospace-related sciences and 
engineering . Grebner also was nominated for and 
participated in the National Science Foundation
sponsored Engineering Education Scholars Program, 
which previews academic careers for future Ph .D.'s. 

Volkan Nalbantoglu was in Budapest spring quarter 
as part of a collaboration between the department 

and the Computer and Automation Institute of the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences. The collaboration 
was arranged by Associate Professor Gary Balas. 

ALUMNI 
Dale Enns and Tim Beckwith, both 1979 graduates, 
received Honeywell's H. W. Sweatt Engineer-Scientist 
Award-the company's highest award, which is 
given to recognize outstanding engineering and 
technical achievement and to encourage technical 
creativity. 

OTHER HIGH LIGHTS 
e The department's research and doctorate pro
grams were ranked 12th in the nation by the 
National Research Council. 
e More than 60 research projects-sponsored by 
government agencies, private companies, and other 
universities-are under way. More than half of them 
are supported by three key sponsors: the National 
Science Foundation (15 projects), NASA (1 0 
projects), and the Army Research Office (9 projects) . 
e Researchers are working with the Minnesota 
Department of Transportation on pipeline transpor
tation and automated route planning and optimiz
ing software. 
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ASTRONOMY 

FACULTY 
Ed Ney, Regents' Professor Emeritus of Physics and 
Astronomy and a member of both the National 
Academy of Sciences and the American Academy of 
Arts and Sciences, succumbed to a long battle with 
congestive heart disease at his home in Minneapolis 
in july 1996. A University of Minnesota alumnus (a 
bachelor's degree in physics in 1942) and a member 
of the faculty since 1947, Ney retired from teaching 
in 1990 but remained active in research until his 
death. 

Keen insight and experimental creativity were the 
hallmarks of Ney's work. He took pride in being 
unconventional in both his professional and his 
personal life, and his teaching was sparked by humor 
and surprises. A memorial celebration was held on 
campus in his honor. 

Professor Robert Gehrz was named to chair the 
National Science Foundation's Gemini Project in 
1996-97. This international partnership of the United 
States, the United Kingdom, Canada, Chile, Argen
tina, and Brazil is building high-performance, eight
meter-aperture optical / infrared telescopes in Hawaii 
and Chile for use in a broad range of research 
programs. 

Professor Gehrz also is a member of the science 
working group for NASA's Space InfraRed Telescope 
Facility. Launch of the facility-a cryogenically cooled 
observatory to conduct infrared astronomy from 
space-is planned for late 2001 ; it is expected to 
have a two and a half year life. As a member of the 
working group, Gehrz is guaranteed observing time 
on the facility, with fiscal support for related activities. 

RESEARCH 
Professor Paul Woodward is director of the interdisci
plinary Laboratory for Computational Science and 
Engineering (LCSE), and Professor Roberta 
Humphreys is one of the faculty members associated 
with the laboratory, which has computing hardware 
worth more than $3 million and is at the leading 
edge in high-end storage and graphics systems for 
visualizing large datasets. 

Key LCSE projects include: 
e the PowerWall scalable, parallel high-resolution 
display system; 
e new techniques for interactive visualization of large 
scientific datasets; 

e innovative numerical techniques for the SMP 
cluster architecture; 
e Grand Challenge computations in thermal convec
tion in the sun and the development of associate 
magnetic field structures; laser fusion; general 
circulation in the oceans; convection in Earth's 
mantle; and large-eddy simulation of compressive, 
turbulent flows; 
e introducing computational science into the high 
school curriculum; and 
e outreach to industrial users of LCSE computing 
technologies. 

1DDTH ANNIVERSARY 
The department's 1 0.5-inch refractor telescope, built 
in 1895, dedicated in 1896, and still in use on top of 
the Physics Building, is the focus of plans for the 
department's 1 OOth anniversary celebration during 
the 1996-97 academic year. In addition to a public 
lecture honoring Professor Emeritus Karlis Kaufmanis, 
there will be a series of symposia on topics identified 
with astronomy at the University of Minnesota: 
"Proper Motions and Galactic Astronomy" (Decem
ber 1996), "Supernova Remnants: Where Does All 
That Energy Go?" (March 1997), and a spring 
workshop on the role of small instrumentation in 
astronomy. 

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS 
e Laverne jones gave $10,000 to the Laverne and 
Ted jones Undergraduate Astrophysics Scholarship 
Fund. 

e Graduate student jonathan Keohane continues his 
research on x-ray synchrotron radiation from shell
type supernova remnants at the Goddard Space 
Flight Center; Professor Lawrence Rudnick is his 
faculty adviser. 
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BIOSYSTEMS AND AGRI
CULTURAL ENGINEERING 

ACADE.I'II.C PROGRAM 
The department awarded 21 undergraduate degrees 
in 1995. 

Among the significant accomplishments that affect 
teaching, the department: 
e implemented a revised undergraduate curriculum; 
e completed review of the undergraduate program 
by the Accreditation Board for Engineering and 
Technology; and 
e awarded to undergraduate students over $11,000 
in scholarships from department funds held by the 
University of Minnesota Foundation. 

RESEARCH 
In 1995 the department received one patent and 
applied for two more as a result of research on new 
products from agricultural and biological materials. 
Among its other accomplishments: 
e Established the Electric Power Research Institute 
Food Technology Center in cooperation with the 
Department of Food Science and Nutrition . 
e Participated in the National Science Foundation
sponsored geographic information systems equip
ment grant program on the University's St. Paul 
campus. 
e Initiated major extension and research programs 
on manure management in livestock facilities with 
emphasis on reducing odors. 
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e Addressed water quality concerns through major 
outreach and research activities on the Anoka Sand 
Plain and in the Minnesota River Basin. 
e Reached new audiences, including children, 
migrant workers, and workers with disabilities, 
through extension programs in agricultural health 
and safety. 
e Contributed improved techniques for precision 
agriculture through research on automated soil 
sampling and measuring residue cover. 
e Enhanced research on water table management 
and water quality through cooperation with col
leagues in Europe. 

OUTREACI:l 
Our service activities include partnerships with the 
people of Minnesota, often in collaboration with the 
Minnesota Extension Service. Three examples are 

the following : 
e The Minnesota AgrAbility Project helps 
farmers make adaptations to accommo
date disabilities that might otherwise 
interfere with their ability to do their 
work. 
e A theater program titled "Stressticide" 
suggests ways for pesticide applicators to 
deal with the strains of their work; other 
states have shown interest in the pro
gram. 
e The Minnesota Migrant Camp Health 
Aide Program, funded by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, trained nine 
people in the migrant camps near 
Blooming Prairie, Minnesota, in the 
summer of 1995 to serve as sources of 
referrals to health care, as health educa
tors, and as providers of first aid for the 
migrant camp community. 

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS 
e The department established a presence on the 
World Wide Web at http://www.bae.umn.edu. 
e The work of faculty, staff, and students-individu
ally and as members of interdisciplinary groups
brought almost $3 million in new grants to the 
department in 1995. 
e Computer facilities in the department's comput
ing laboratory and a new teaching laboratory were 
upgraded, and geographic information systems 
workstations were installed in the Land and Water 
Resources Modeling Laboratory. 
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CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
AND MATERIALS SCIENCE 

RESEARCH 
A new research initiative is titled "Thin Film Adhe
sion Measurement by Microwedge Scratching of 
Precracked Fine Lines." One of the limiting features 
of decreasingly smaller volumes associated with 
nanostructures is adhesion-how well exceedingly 
small components (microsensors, micromachines, 
microlithography) stick together. The goal of the 
new research program, headed by Professor William 
Gerberich and initiated with the U.S. Department of 
Energy, is to give accurate values of thin line adhe
sion using microlithographic techniques. This 
program will complement a major National Science 
Foundation-sponsored effort under way in the 

Center for Interfacial Engineering, which has 
established a nanomechanical text bed . The NSF
funded project focuses on soft materials such as 
polymeric adhesives and biological tissue; the DOE 
funding will be aimed at metal-ceramic interfacial 
adhesion . 

The National Science Foundation awarded Professor 
Michael Ward a grant for a wide-angle x-ray diffrac
tion system, which will be placed in the Center for 
Interfacial Engineering x-ray scattering facility under 
the direction of senior scientist Linda Sauer. 

ACADEMIC PROGRAM 
Among the new initiatives in academic programs are 

changes in Chemical Engineering 5402, Unit 
Operations Lab, in which students are now given an 
experiment using statistical design methods as part 
of the humidification lab experiment. Students also 
will learn how to use a new microscope in examin
ing particles (ion exchange resins, etc.) . 

FACULTY 
Regents' Professor Rutherford Aris, who devoted his 
entire academic career to the University of Minne
sota, has retired. In the late 1950s and the 1960s he 
brought new mathematical tools to and produced 
insights in problems of stability, control, and optimi
zation of chemical processes, particularly chemical 
reactors; through his papers, lectures, and books he 
taught an entire generation of researchers the 
techniques and power of these methods. In the mid-
1960s, he worked in biorelated fields . Beginning 

later in the 1960s, he concentrated on a 
wide variety of diffusion-with-chemical
reaction problems ranging from catalysis 
to chromatography. In addition to his 
scientific work, Aris is known for his love 
of literature and his works on literary 
criticism and ancient manuscripts. 

Lorraine F. Francis has been promoted to 
the rank of associate professor with 
tenure. New faculty members are David 
C. Morse, who comes to the department 
with a Ph.D. (in physics, 1991) from the 
University of Pennsylvania, and Richard 
B. McClurg, from the California Institute 
of Technology (Ph .D. 1996). 

Assistant Professors Prodromos Daoutidis 
and C. Daniel Frisbie received the 
National Science Foundation Career 
Award . 

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS 
e The National Research Council once again ranked 
the department first in the nation. 
e In 1995, in addition to other professional commit
ments, Professor john Weaver was president of the 
American Vacuum Society; was Royal Society Kan 
Tong Po Professor at the University of Hong Kong; 
and was launch editor of the on-line journal of 

Vacuum Science Technology. 

e jason Heffelfinger is president of the student 
branch of the local chapter of the American Ceramic 
Society; Andrey Zagrebelny is vice chair. 
e Bryan Carlson and Shirley Tabis received the civil 
service Outstanding Service Award . 
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CHEMISTRY 

STUDE_NTS 
Outstanding undergraduate students continued to 
visit elementary and secondary schools-and to talk 
with groups visiting campus-through the Chemis
try Outreach Program, which works to interest 
young people in chemistry. They spoke to more than 
a thousand students during the academic year. 

FUTURE STUDENTS 
The fifth annual Chemistry Day, titled "Experiment
ing with the Future," was held in November as part 
of National Chemistry Week. Minnesota high school 
chemistry teachers invited their students to partici
pate and helped them plan demonstrations to be 
presented at the afternoon open house. The morn
ing program featured faculty members from the 
University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point, who are 
known throughout the United States and Europe for 
unusual and exciting chemistry demonstrations
"world-famous chemical showmen," as they were 
described in the program announcement. 

"My students love the gee-whiz chemistry show in 
the morning," says St. Louis Park High School 
chemistry teacher jan Lane, "and those who do 
afternoon demos consider it to be a highlight of 
their high school years." 

Participants also toured the chemistry facilities and 
played chemistry bingo. 

RISIAR..C 
The Center for Metals in Biocatalysis, established in 
1994, hosted the 1996 Conference on Oxygen 
Intermediates in Nonheme Metallobiochemistry in 
june. The 180 participants included 35 from outside 
the United States. The center is also planning a 1999 
international conference on biological inorganic 
chemistry. 

Department faculty members associated with the 
University's Supercomputer Institute helped to 
attract an IBM gift of equipment for parallel comput
ing. Professor Don Truhlar has served as director of 
the Supercomputer Institute for several years. 

FACULTY 
Christopher Cramer and jeffrey Roberts were 
promoted to the rank of associate professor with 
tenure. Roberts also was named a 1995-96 fellow of 
the Public Policy Forum of the University's 
Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs. 
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New faculty member George O'Doherty comes to 
the department in fall 1996 with a Ph.D. from Ohio 
State University. 

Teaching awards went to Professor Gary Gray (the 
Horace T. Morse-University of Minnesota Alumni 
Association Award for Outstanding Contributions to 
Undergraduate Education) and Professor Lou 
Pignolet (the Institute of Technology Student Board 
Best Instructor Award) . 

Professor Paul Barbara assumed the title 3M-Alumni 
Distinguished Professor of Chemistry, which he will 
hold until the year 2000. 

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS 
e Freshmen john Cahoy and Aaron Munsinger 
received the department's Peteris Auzins Memorial 
Scholarship, named for a Latvian physicist who 
worked for the department as a scientist and fellow 
from 1955 to 1967. 
e Gifts from individuals to the department totaled 
$23,188. Major gifts ($1 ,000 or more) came from A. 

Acrivos, E. Hardy, L. Krogh, and]. Miller. 
e Corporate gifts totaled $71,893. Major gifts came 
from Air Products and Chemicals, Dow Chemical, 
Eastman Chemical, Procter & Gamble, Shell Oil 
Company Foundation, and Union Carbide. 
e In a survey of graduate programs conducted and 
published by U.S. News & World Report, chemistry at 
Minnesota tied for 19th place with Texas A&M and 
Penn State. Among public universities, the ranking 
was 9th, tied with Texas A&M and Indiana. 
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CIVIL ENGINEERING 

RESEARCH 
Environmental engineering was the focus of the 
November 1995 Technolog, the Institute of Technol
ogy student publication . In an editorial, civil 
engineering senior Gregory Lauer wrote that in 
debates and discussions on the environment, 
engineers and scientists are portrayed as "being 
hell-bent on ruining the world, not intent on 
preserving it." He concluded: "As engineers and 
scientists, we are both qualified and obligated to 
keep civilization on the path of environmental 
correctness and steer clear of an apocalyptic 
Doomsday." 

The work of Professor Michael Semmens and 
Associate Professor Daryl Dwyer on treating con
taminated water-they are approaching the same 
problem via different methods- was featured in the 
Technolog. Semmens is using physical methods to 
make an existing hollow-fiber membrane pure 
oxygen aeration system viable for large volumes of 
contam inated water. Dwyer is taking a more 
biological approach: he is testing synthetic bacteria 
to determine if they can neutralize pollutants, a 
process known as bioremediation . 

Professor Charles Fairhurst is actively involved in the 
debate over storage of high-level nuclear waste in 
the United States, and he chairs a National Research 
Council committee on nuclear waste disposal. He 
also advises the French and Canadians on these 
issues. 

FACULTY 
Efi Foufoula-Georgiou and john S. Gulliver have 
been promoted to the rank of professor, and Mark 
B. Snyder has been promoted to the rank of 
associate professor. The promotions are effective in 
fall 1996. Arturo Schultz joined the faculty as an 
associate professor in structural engineering . 

Current chair holders are Andrew Drescher (Shimizu 
Professor), Charles Fairhurst (Theodore W. Bennett 
Professor), Theodore Galambos (James L. Record 
Professor), and David Newcomb (MSES Miles 
Kersten Land Grant Professor). 

The National Polytechnique Institute of Lorraine 
awarded Professor Charles Fairhurst an honorary 
doctorate, and Professor john Gulliver was elected a 
fellow of the American Society of Civil Engineers. 
Assistant Professor jerome Hajjar received the 

Bonestroo, Rosene, Anderlik and Associates Under
graduate Faculty Award . 

STUDENTS 
The student chapter of the American Society of Civil 
Engineers won the Midwest regional concrete canoe 
competition and placed second in the steel bridge 
competition. 

Mark P. Board received the 1996 Rocha Medal from 
the International Society for Rock Mechanics for his 
outstanding doctoral thesis, "Numerical Examination 
of Mining-Induced Seismicity." 

Civil engineering students who won scholarships in 
national competi-
tions are Katherine 
A. Fetterer (the Barry 
M . Goldwater 
Scholarship and the 
American Institute of 
Steel Construction/ 
U.S. Steel Scholar
ship), Gregory S. 
Lauer (the Barry M . 
Goldwater Scholar
ship and the Struc
tural Engineers 
Foundation Scholar
ship), and jennifer 
Soderstrom (the 
Structural Engineers 
Foundation Scholar
ship) . 

Gregory S. Lauer, 
jeffrey D. Marr, 
Rebecca Tanata, and 
David H. Timm were 
awarded the Claire 
and Simon Benson 
Memorial Award for 
Outstanding 
Undergraduate Performance. 

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS 
e The department was ranked 1 3th in the nation in 
the 1995 National Research Council rankings, up 
dramatically from 28th in 1982. 
e Peg Babcock received the Institute of Technology 
civil service Outstanding Service Award. 
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COMPUTER SCIENCE 

ACADEMIC PROGRAM 
In preparation for the University's conversion to the 
semester system in 1999, the department is review
ing all courses. The arrival of two new faculty 
members will make possible new courses in software 
engineering and computer engineering . Laboratory 
time has been added to a number of integral 
programming classes so students can learn by 
programming rather than just watching or listening . 

A new computer engineering option allows students 
to pursue in-depth understanding of the design, 
development, and analysis of digital systems, 
including computers and communication and 
control systems. A new master's degree program in 
computer engineering debuts in fall 1996 on the 
Twin Cities campus and in Rochester, Minnesota. 

Two other new master's degree programs are in the 
works: in software engineering and in information 
technology and telecommunication . 

FACULTY 
Nikolaos Papanikolopoulos and john Riedl were 
promoted to the rank of associate professor with 
tenure, effective September 1996. 

Two new tenure-track facu lty members were hired. 
Mats P. E. Heimdahl, who holds a Ph .D. from the 
University of California at Irvine, begins in Septem
ber 1996. Zhi-Li Zhang arrives in january 1997 with 
a Ph.D. from the University of Massachusetts at 
Amherst. 

Professor Emeritus Ben Rosen is actively engaged in 
research on three large-scale computational problems. 

STUDENTS 
Winners in a department-sponsored competition in 
which undergraduate students designed World Wide 
Web home pages were Dawn Werner ($1,500); 
Scott Krieger ($500); George Rogers, Paul Sturm, 
loran Svetlicic, Oleg Ryaboy ($250 each); and 
Christopher Franson and jacob jones ($1 00 each). 

Teaching assistant awards ($150 cash awards) went 
to Anand Srinivasan and Scott jamison (fall quarter), 
jie Yun and Matthew Knepley (winter), and Rahul 
Singh and Andrew Forrester (spring). 

Christopher Smith (adviser, Nikolaos 
Papanikolopoulos) received a $1,200 cash award in 
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recognition of his help in establishing a robotics and 
computer vision laboratory and in organizing the 
1996 Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
Conference on Robotics and Automation, held in 
Minneapolis. 

RESEARCH 
The Distributed Multimedia Research Center (DMRC) 
is a collaborative project of the University of Minne
sota, industry, and government. Professor David Du is 
director of the center, and Associate Professor jaideep 
Srivastava is associate director. The center, which also 
has ties to the Department of Electrical Engineering, is 
focusing on high-speed (gigabits/second) communi
cations architectures and protocols; distributed 
multimedia data management (data representation, 
storage, retrieval, processing, and presentation); 
collaborative 
software 
systems; 
intelligent 
multimedia 
presentation 
and user 
interfaces; and 
distributed 
multimedia 
applications (in 
health care, 
manufacturing, 
and education). 

DMRC corpo
rate sponsors 
include US 
WEST Commu-
nications, Honeywell, Computing Devices Interna
tional, lVI Publishing, and Network Systems. 

Professors Vipin Kumar, Yousef Saad, and Pen-Chung 
Yew collaborated with electrical engineering faculty 
to establish the Center for Parallel Computing. Its 
goals are to advance the state of the art in high
performance computing; to foster interdisciplinary 
research; to promote university-industry cooperation; 
and to enhance the education and training of future 
researchers and practitioners. 

The National Science Foundation has awarded $1.5 
million jointly to the department and the University's 
Supercomputer Institute for the development of a 
prototype distributed computing storage and scien
tific visualization facility for the National Information 
Infrastructure. The University has contributed some 
$600,000. Professor David Du is project director. 
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

ACADEMIC PROGRAM 
The new bachelor's degree option in computer 
engineering, implemented in fall 1995, resulted in 
the restructuring and reorganization of several core 
courses. A new master's degree program in com
puter engineering developed jointly with the 
Department of Computer Science has been ap
proved by the Graduate School and will be accept
ing applications in 1996-97. Associate Professor 
David Lilja is director of graduate studies for the 
program. 

Planning for a new sequence of four core circuits 
and electronics laboratories was completed during 
the year. The first three labs provide students with 
considerably more exploratory experience in circuits 
and electronics, one student to a station. The final 
lab adds group-oriented design work. Students are 
directly supervised by both teaching assistants and 
faculty members. 

The first group of students in the bachelor of 
electrical engineering by distance education degree 
program will be taking their first course, Beginning 
Circuits, in fall 1996. A related initiative is the 
development of two on-line courses by Professor 
Ahmed Tewfik and Associate Professor David Lilja . 
This joint project with the Department of Indepen
dent Study is funded by the Sloan Foundation. 

RESEARCH 
The research activities of the department have 
continued to expand in scope and level of funding, 
and a number of research results were noted by 
professional organizations and by professional and 
news publications during the year. Nanoimprint 
lithography, a revolutionary technology developed 
by Professor Steve Chou's group, was reported by 
United Press International and covered in Science, 
Business Week, and EE Times. Work by the same 
group on silicon single-hole transistors was reported 
by Circuits and Devices and Technology News; a new 
subwavelength optical element was covered by Loser 
Focus World; and developments on quantum mag
netic disk were reported by Nikkei Electronics. 

Several major proposals were funded . They include: 
• "New integrated optical components and broad
band communication systems," jointly with Colum
bia University. Principal investigators: A. Gopinath 
and P. Ruden . 
e "Fundamental limits to small-scale 
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magnetoresistive memory and sensors," jointly with 
New York University and IBM. Principal investigator: 
S. Chou. 
• " Programmable and configurable digit-serial 
digital signal processors." Principal investigators: K. 
Parhi and G. Sobelman. 

FACULTY 
James Leger and Ahmed Tewfik have been promoted 
to the rank of professor, and Ramesh Harjani, David 
Lilja, and Matthew O'Keefe have been promoted to 
the rank of associate professor with tenure. 

Professor Dennis Polla was named the department's 
best instructor by the Institute of Technology 
Student Board. Professor K. S. P. Kumar is the 
institute's associate dean for academic affairs. 
Associate Professor Douglas Ernie is the new director 
of UNITE-University-Industry Television for Educa
tion . 

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS 
• Gifts in support of the department and its stu
dents were received from Data Sciences Interna
tional, Ford Motor Co., Honeywell, IBM, McDonnel 
Douglas, Motorola, the Schlumberger Foundation, 
and the Schott Foundation . 
• Roger Nordby made a major additional contribu
tion to the scholarship endowment named in his 
honor. 
• Alumnus Johnson S. Y. Luh ('63 Ph.D.) established 
the endowed Vincentine Hermes-Luh Chair in 
Electrical Engineering. Professor Johnson is a faculty 
member at Clemson University. 
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GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS 

ACADEMIC PROGRAM 
The department is planning a series of new 3000-
level courses that emphasize the role of geoscience 
in environmental studies and interactions between 
science and society. Among the new courses are the 
following: 
e Water and Society 
e Geohazards 
e Human Geomorphology 
e Climate and Human History 
e Planets 

Applied Geophysics, a new field course, is also in the 
works. Along with other summer field courses in 
geological field methods and hydrogeology, it will 
offer undergraduate geology and geophysics 
majors-as well as students in other fields, especially 
civil engineering-a complete range of field pro
grams in geoscience. 

F ACULJY 
Bruce Moskowitz has been promoted to the rank of 
associate professor with tenure. Associate Professor 
Chris Paola was named best geology/geophysics 
instructor by the Institute of Technology Student 
Board. Professor Peter Hudleston is the institute's 
associate dean for student affairs. 

Regents' Professor Emeritus Herb Wright Jr. received 
an honorary doctor of science degree from the 
University of Minnesota, and the AMQUA award for 
a distinguished career in quaternary science. Profes
sor joseph Shapiro retired in june. 
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RESEARCH 
Individual faculty members continue to be successful 
in attracting research support from the National 
Science Foundation and other agencies. In addition, 
the department has received funding from the NSF 
Academic Research Infrastructure (ARI) program to 
purchase new high-resolution mass spectrometers to 
be used chiefly to investigate problems in global 
climate change. Leading this initiative were Associ
ate Professors Larry Edwards and Emi Ito. 

Funds from NSF-ARI for new equipment to investi
gate problems in sediment transport and deposition 
were awarded to Associate Professor Chris Paola and 
Professor Gary Parker, director of the Saint Anthony 
Falls Laboratory. 

ALUMNI 
Two geology and geophysics alumni received the 
University of Minnesota Outstanding Achievement 
Award at a February event celebrating science and 
technology in the Institute of Technology. They are 
Fred Donath ('54 B.A.) and james A. Peterson ('49 
M.S., '52 Ph .D.). 

A $25,000 challenge grant established by an 
alumnus and matched by other alumni was used to 
meet the department's cost-sharing obligations 
associated with acquisition of new mass spectrom
eters. 

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS 
e The department was ranked 31st among approxi
mately 1 00 geoscience doctoral programs by the 
National Research Council and 22nd by U.S. News & 
World Report. 

e Professor Robert Sloan is 1996 president of the 
Great Lakes Section of the Society of Economic 
Paleontologists and Mineralogists. 
e Professor V. Rama Murthy was elected president of 
the Twin Cities chapter of the American Association 
of University Professors. 
e Senior research associate Neal Iverson received 
the Institute of Technology Academic Mentoring 
Award. 
e Scott Alexander received the Institute of Technol
ogy civil service Outstanding Service Award . 
e Among the professional publications with which 
faculty members are associated are the journal of 

Structural Geology (Peter Hudleston, associate 
editor), Tectonophysics (Shun Karato, editorial board 
member), Physics and Chemistry of Minerals (David 
Kohlstedt, editor), and journal of Hard Materials 

(David Kohlstedt, editorial board member). 
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MATHEMATICS 

ACADEMIC PROGRAM 
Planning is under way for a new Ph .D. program in 
applied and industrial mathematics. There will be 
three new year-long courses: Modeling, Methods of 
Applied Mathematics, and Numerical Methods. The 
proposed program was approved by the department 
in May and is now awaiting Graduate School 
approval. 

The new master's degree program with emphasis in 
applied and industrial mathematics graduated its 
first students this year; industrial internship is an 
important feature of this program. 

A new calculus sequence was developed for fresh
man math, science, and engineering students. The 
goal of the sequence is to improve their use of 
calculus as a tool for mathematical analysis and 
solving problems in other disciplines. During the first 
year of the program, 97 percent of the students 
achieved a grade of C or better, and 80 percent of 
the students enrolled in the pilot group have 
registered for a second year of calculus. 

RESEARCH 
The Minnesota Center for Industrial Mathematics 
concentrated during the year on industry outreach, 
graduate fellowships, design of a Ph.D. graduate 
program, and arrangements for a national confer
ence on industrial mathematics. Visits to 
Schlumberger, 3M, Motorola, General Motors, Ford, 
Bellcore, IBM, Hutchinson Technologies, Merck, and 
other companies resulted in placement of seven 
graduate students in summer internships. 

The two proposals submitted by the center this year 
both received funding from the National Science 
Foundation. One of the awards will support collabo
rative work with Schlumberger-Doll Research, which 
has committed about half of the total funding . The 
other proposal was submitted jointly with the 
Numerical Analysis Group to NSF's Group Infrastruc
ture Grant program; the $1 million, five-year award 
was one of only two of its kind in the country. 

FACULTY 
Avner Friedman was named Regents' Professor of 
Mathematics, and Scot Adams was promoted to the 
rank of associate professor with tenure. Retiring from 
the faculty were Associate Professors George Brauer 
and Howard jenkins. 
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STUDENTS 
The University of Minnesota Talented Youth Math
ematics Program (UMTYMP) offered courses to 550 
Minnesota students in grades five through twelve 
during the year. The students, from 192 schools, 
attended classes in Minneapolis, St. Cloud, Roches
ter, and Duluth. 

After completing college-level coursework, 43 
students graduated from UMTYMP in May and in 
the fall will bring their strong mathematical skills to 
a variety of academic institutions, including the 
University of Chicago, Harvard, and the University of 
Minnesota. 

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS 
e A group of math majors formed a student chapter 
affiliated with the Mathematical Association of 
America . 
e The department was ranked 14th among 139 
research programs included in a nationwide study 
conducted by the National Research Council. 
e The applied mathematics program was ranked 
among the nation's top five in a U.S. News & World 

Report survey. 
e Talented female fifth and sixth graders recruited 
from the Minneapolis and St. Paul public schools will 
participate in four mathematics and mathematical 
career events during the coming year. 
e Former UMTYMP student Michael Korn performed 
well on the year's Mathematics Olympiad team. 
e The eighth International Conference on Formal 
Power Series and Algebraic Combinatorics was held 
at the University of Minnesota in june. Of the 125 
participants, nearly half were from outside the 
United States. 
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

FACULTY 
Regents' Professor Emeritus Ernst Eckert received the 
National Academy of Engineering Founders Award, 
recognizing his more than 50 years as an interna
tional leader in the field of heat and mass transfer. 

William Durfee and David Hofeldt were promoted to 
the rank of associate professor with tenure. 

Uwe Kortshagen will join the faculty as an assistant 
professor in the thermodynamics and heat transfer 
division. He comes to the department with a Ph .D. 
(in physics, with high distinction) from Ruhr 
Universitat in Bochum, Germany. 

Among the many fine teachers on the faculty are 
Associate Professors Thomas Chase and Kevin 
Dooley, who received the Institute of Technology 
Student Board's Best Instructor Award, and Professor 
Patrick Starr, who received the Horace T. Morse
University of Minnesota Alumni Association Award 
for Outstanding Contributions to Undergraduate 
Education. Professor Ephraim Sparrow, a previous 
winner of the IT Student Board award, received an 
outstanding instructor award from the National 
Technological University. 

Professor Emil Pfender, who began a phased retire
ment at the beginning of the year, received a 
Mentoring Award from the Institute of Technology 
Women in Science and Engineering Initiative. One 
graduate student who nominated Pfender for the 
award cited his patience with the pace of her 
research; she had four small children at the time. 

Faculty members who resigned during the year were 
john Abraham (to go to Purdue University), 
Shahrukh Irani (to Ohio State University), and jeffrey 
Vogel (to SCIMed, a division of Boston Scientific). 

RESEARCH 
Among the topics that faculty members, students, 
and industry representatives at the Center for 
Advanced Manufacturing, Design, and Control are 
exploring are: 
e computer-based design and engineering analysis; 
e computer-aided 3D visualization; 
e materials processing (such as polymer processing, 
production of composites, and plasma spray 
techniques); 
e sensors, control systems, and robotics; and 
e factory automation. 
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The center is supported by state and federal funds 
and contributions from both large and small compa
nies. 

This year the department also created the Center for 
Diesel Research, with close ties to the Power and 
Propulsion and Particle Technology Laboratories. 
The center's primary focus is control of diesel 
exhaust. Researchers develop and evaluate-in four 
state-of-the-art diesel emission laboratories and in 
field studies-technologies for reducing exposure to 
diesel exhaust, especially in hazardous environments 
such as underground mines. Professor David 
Kittelson is co-director of the center. 

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS 
e Assistant Professor Susan Mantell began a 1995-
97 McKnight Land-Grant Professorship. She also has 
a National Science Foundation Young Investigator 
Award (1994-99) . 
e Professor Art Erdman received a Lifetime Achieve
ment Award at the fourth Applied Mechanisms and 
Robotics Conference in December. 
e The department received financial support from 
more than 1 00 corporate donors and more than 
200 individual donors during the year. 
e An event held during IT Week 1996 showcased 
the department's research activities and student 
projects. Approximately 250 people attended the 
event, which also called attention to the campaign 
for a new mechanical engineering building . 
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PHYSICS 

RESEARCH 
The condensed matter physics group has been using 
several innovative experimental techniques: 
• Associate Professor james Kakalios has been 
studying axial segregation effects in granular media 
using magnetic resonance imaging . 
• Assistant Professor Eric Ganz has developed a 
scanning tunneling microscope that works at 
elevated temperatures (Hot STM). He has character
ized, for the first time, silicon island growth using 
data from "Hot STM movies." 
e Using molecular beam epitaxy, Professor Allen 
Goldman has grown heterostructures consisting of 
separate layers of magnetics and superconducting 
oxides. The structures may lead to switching devices 
that could replace the josephson effect in supercon
ducting electronics. 

Recent activities in the Theoretical Physics Institute 
include the following: Professor Boris Shklovskii has 
advanced the theory of random matrices. Professor 
Leonid Glazman and his collaborators have devel
oped a microscope description of the interacting 
electron gas in the presence of a weak magnetic 
field. Professor Anatoly Larkin has found a new 
connection between the phenomenon of weak 
localization and the fundamental characteristic of 
classical chaos, the Lyapunov exponent. Professor 
Larry Mclerran has been studying large density 
gluons, which are measured in heavy ion collision 
experiments. Professors Arkady Vainshtein and 
Mikhail Shifman have been working on new aspects 
of supersymmetric gauge theories. Professor Mikhail 
Voloshin has been working on the precision determi
nation of the parameters of quantum chromo
dynamics such as heavy quark masses and the 
strong coupling constant, improving the accuracy of 
theoretical predictions for meson decay rates. 

FACULTY 
Professor Marvin Marshak's 1 0-year term as head of 
the School of Physics and Astronomy ended in june 
1996, after which he was named the University's 
acting senior vice president for academic affairs. 
Professor Allen Goldman succeeds Marshak as head 
of the school. 

Professor Arkady Vainshtein completed his three-year 
term as director of the Theoretical Physics Institute 
and was succeeded by Professor Boris Shklovskii. 
Professor Robert Lysak became director of physics 
graduate studies. 

N V N T N G 

Professor Emeritus john Winckler was elected to the 
National Academy of Sciences. Yuichi Kubota was 
promoted to the rank of associate professor with 
tenure. After 34 years on the physics faculty, Profes
sor C. j. Waddington retired . 

Professor Emeritus j. Morris Blair died in March at 
the age of 76. He retired in 1989 and continued to 
work in his laboratory until shortly before his death. 

STUDENTS 
• Ten students from Minnesota and other U.S. 
colleges participated in the first National Science 
Foundation Research Experience for Undergraduates 
in summer 1995. 
e Five senior physics honors students and a faculty 
adviser attended and presented papers at the April 
meeting of the American Physical Society in India
napolis and toured Fermi National Laboratory in 
Batavia, Illinois, spring quarter. 

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS 
e Two undergraduate scholarship programs were 
established during the year: the Andrea and jeffrey 
Basford Scholarship and the J. Morris Blair Scholar
ship (in memory of Professor Blair). 
e IT civil service Outstanding Service Awards went 
to physics staff members Sharon Barthel and William 
Voje, and to Maurine Bielawski of the History of 
Science and Technology program. 
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A NEW KIND OF 
MANAGEMENT 

TRAINING 
FOR A NEW KIND 

OF MANAGER. 
The Management of Technology Program 
An M.S. degree for experienced engineers and scientists. 

Business decisions pressured by technology 
demands. Compressed commercialization 
cycles. Cross-functional teams. Stiff global 
competition. job realities for today's 
high-tech manager. 

Learn to successfully maneuver in 
this complicated, high-tech business 
world. In the Management of 
Technology (MOT) program, you'll 
strengthen your effectiveness by 
expanding your management abilities. 

MOT brings together faculty from 
two nationally ranked graduate 
programs - the Institute of 
Technology and the Carlson School 
of Management- to equip you with 
the latest in technology management. 

"MOT took me 
from a functional to 
a strategic point of 
view: it's been a 
metamorphosis of 
thinking and 
performance." 

Jane Kober 

Senior Process Engineer I 3M 

UN IVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

Center for the Development of 
Technological Leadership 

CEXTERfor the 
DEVELOPMENT of 
1'ECHXOLOGICAL 
LEADERSHIP 

107 Lind Hall 
207 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, MN 55455-013-+ 
Phone: 612-624-5747 
Fax: 612-624-7510 
E-mail: general@cdtl.umn.edu 
http://www.cdtl.umn.edu 

Call 
612-624-5747 

today for a FREE catalogue 
and the dates of upcoming 

information sessions. 

Th e Managemcm of Technolog,.r program is co-sponsored by the Insti tute of Teclmoiogyl Cemct for the De\·clopmerH of Technological Lelldcrslup and tl1c Carlson School of Managemem 
Unh:ersity of MinnesOfa, an equal opporumily educator and employn 
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Each year the Institute 
of Technology benefits 
from the generous 
support of our alumni 
and friends. Your 
support-which is 
greatly appreciated
helps us maintain the 
level of excellence that 
people have come to 
expect from IT. 

As we move forward into a 
new year of exciting 
challenges, with great 
expectations for increased 
research, student enroll
ment, corporate partner
ships, and major capital 
projects, we have estab
lished a list of priorities to 
ensure that the basic needs 
of IT are met and that the 
greatest possible benefit is 
derived from the available 
resources. These priorities, 
which are based on 
recommendations from the 
dean and associate deans, 
the department heads, and 
the director of develop
ment and external affairs, 
are: 

1. Mechanical engineer
ing capital campaign 

2. Amundson Hall addi
tion/renovation 

3. Graduate fellowships 
4. Undergraduate scholar

ships 
5. Department professor

ships/chairs 

6.1nventing Tomorrow 
Fund Dean's Initiatives 

7. Special projects 
(research, summer 
computer camp for girls, 
APEXES, women's 
programs, math and 
science initiatives, 
lectureships, faculty 
initiatives) 

8. Capital improvements 
(classrooms, labs, etc.) 

9. Special equipment 
1 O.IT endowment 

The Office of Development 
and External Affairs, an 
integral part of the office of 
the dean of the Institute of 
Technology and the Univer
sity of Minnesota Founda
tion, promotes and coordi
nates institutional advance
ment through private 
contributions. Priorities 
change as specific goals are 
met and as new priorities 
arise. 

We have initiated specific 
fund-raising programs for 
the priorities listed here. We 
would be happy to visit with 
you about any of them or 
about potential new areas of 
funding. For further informa
tion, contact the Office of 
Development and External 
Affairs at: 
Telephone: 612-624-5537 
Fax: 612-624-2841 
E-mail: rwh@fs1.itdean.umn 
.edu 
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Chemical Engineering 1947 

lthough Phyllis Branin spent her college years living with her 
parents in Minneapolis and commuted across the river to campus (thus 
joining the ranks of the so-called trolley-car students), her years at IT 
were both exciting and demanding . 

"In those days, everyone was on an accelerated program," Branin 
recalls. "Most of my classmates were World War II veterans and they 
were anxious to get their degrees and get jobs." 

Like her classmates, Branin went to school year around and completed 
her studies in four years. Among the most memorable faculty members 
Branin encountered was the namesake of the present chemical engi
neering building. 

"I remember Neal Amundson most clearly," says Branin. "He was one 
of the most straightforward, understandable, and interesting teachers 
I've ever had." 

After she graduated in 1947, Branin worked nearly six years as a 
research scientist on projects funded by the Atomic Energy Commission 

(AEC), first in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 
then in Richland, Washington. Her 

N G II 

work-which was all classified top 
secret at the time-focused on the 
recovery of radioactive materials . 

After her stint with the AEC, Branin 
joined RCA, where she worked in 
production engineering and research 
and development for more than 30 
years. Her research specialty was 
color television tubes and the 
phosphors used in the face plates. For 
her stellar service to the company, 
RCA presented her with its David 
Sarnoff Award. 

Branin, who lives in Lawrenceville, 
New jersey, retired in 1987. She 
recently presented IT with a generous 
gift in the form of a bequest. 

"IT is well known for its chemical 
engineering program-both then 
and now," she explains. "I had a 
successful career, and it all started 
there. I wanted to pass something on 
to help maintain that fine tradition." 
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Electrical Engineering 1949 

w lth Paul Cartwright as a mentor and electrical engineering teacher, 
Ed Ney as his physics professor, and Frank Oppenheimer as an occa
sional substitute teacher, Russell Penrose figures he was bound to leave 
IT with an education that would lead to success. Nonetheless, he had 
to do odd jobs for the Minnesota Highway Patrol to pay his bills before 
he was able to land his first-and last-engineering job . 

"When I graduated, everyone had just come home from the war, and 
all the war industries were shut down," Penrose explains. "jobs were 
very hard to come by." 

Within a year, though, Penrose had landed a job with North American 
Aviation-now Rockwell International-and he stayed with Rockwell for 
the next 32 years, primarily working in flight 
testing the F-16, the stealth fighter, and 
other aircraft. 

Thanks to his stock options in Rockwell 
and a number of other prudent invest
ments, Penrose was able to retire in 
1982, when he was 55. Along with 
motorcycle touring, Penrose seems to 
have taken up supporting IT as one of his 
hobbies. He has been a member of the 
University of Minnesota Presidents Club for 
many years and also created an en-
dowed professorship in electrical 
engineering. He recently established 
a scholarship fund to support IT 
students and has generously 
supported many other IT and 
University projects. 

"I ended up with a big fistful of 
Rockwell stock that had appreci
ated a great deal," he says. "I was 
able to give a bunch of it to IT, 
reduce my tax liability, and set up 
an annuity that provided me with 
income. I've been treated very 
well by IT, and this is a good way 
for me to give something back." 

Russell Penrose 

Photograph by Rob Levine 
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ith operations in more than 60 countries, 70,000+ employees, and 
50,000+ products, 3M does things in a big way, and that includes its 
support of the University of Minnesota. Over the course of nearly 30 
years, the 3M Foundation and 3M Co. have contributed several million 
dollars to the Institute of Technology alone, thus becoming one of the 
top corporate supporters of IT. 

The research centers, chairs, scholarship programs, and numerous 
research projects 3M has sponsored within the institute over the years 
not only have significantly enhanced educational opportunities for 
students and faculty research activities, they have helped lay a promis
ing foundation for IT's future. 

3M is a founding corporate member, for example, of the Center for 
Interfacial Engineering (CIE), established in 1988 as a National Science 
Foundation Research Center. Since then, 3M representatives have 
served on technical advisory 
committees of CIE's various 
research programs and 
participated in the center's 
industrial fellows program . 
In 1987, 3M also helped 
establish the Micro
electronics Laboratory for 
Research and Education 
(now the Microtechnology 
Laboratory). 

"The relationship between 
the Institute of Technology 
and 3M benefits both our 
organizations," says L. D. 
DeSimone, 3M chairman 
and chief executive officer. 
"This close, multifaceted 
association has resulted 
in a valuable exchange of 
ideas between the two 
organizations." 

L. D. DeSimone 
3M chairman and 
chief executive officer 
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F oc moce than a quartec of a centucy, Honeywell has g;ven genec
ously to the University of Minnesota through contributions, endow
ments, and participation of its managers in University programs and 
events. In fact, Honeywell has donated several million dollars to the 
Institute of Technology alone over the years through its foundation, 
the corporation, and the Solid State Electronics Center. 

Thanks to Honeywell, IT was able to form the Center for the Develop
ment of Technological Leadership (CDTL) in 1987 to promote leader
ship in technology through interdisciplinary educational opportunities. 
Since then, Honeywell has continued to fund CDTL, endowing four 
chairs in technological leadership honoring James J. Renier, Edson W. 
Spencer, Harold W. Sweatt, and William R. Sweatt. 

In 1981 Honeywell also helped fund the establishment of IT's Micro
electronics Laboratory for Research and Education (now called the 
Microtechnology Laboratory). 

"The interactions between Honeywell and 
the University have been beneficial to both 
parties," says R. E. Peterson, Honeywell's 
vice president for technology. "We've been 
a supporter because of high-caliber gradu
ates, very relevant business programs, 
leading technology, and the contribution of 
the University to the community. On the 
technology side, we work with universities 
around the world and make our program 
choices based on merit. This year we have 
cooperative projects with the University of 
Minnesota in multimedia communication, 
mathematics, product development 
process, aerospace engineering, and several 
other fields. We expect them all to make 
valuable contributions to our worldwide 
business." 
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R. E. Peterson 
Honeywell vice president 
for technology 
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One of the beauties of charitable 
giving is that it often returns an 
unexpected gift to the donor in 
the form of reduced tax liability. 
As you do your tax planning this 
year, consider the following ways 
a gift to the Institute of Technol
ogy could allow you to make a 
significant difference to a worth
while program and substantially 
reduce the amount of income tax 
you pay. 

e Gifts of cash are perhaps the 
easiest way to show your sup
port. Cash gifts are tax deduct
ible if you itemize deductions on 
your federal income tax return. A 
five-year carryover can be applied 
to an amount that exceeds 50 
percent of your adjusted gross 
income. You can use credit cards 
to charge gifts and pay at a later 
date. 

e If you own stocks and bonds 
that have appreciated in value, 
you can reduce your tax liability 
by donating them. This is often 
more advantageous than selling 
them and making a gift of cash. 
By donating appreciated securi
ties, you can avoid capital gains 
tax and receive an income tax 
deduction based on the fair 
market value of the securities on 
the date of the transfer. In effect, 
you receive double tax benefits. If 
your securities have dropped in 

value, you may benefit more by 
selling them and making a gift of 
the cash proceeds. You may then 
be able to take a capital loss on 
your tax return, as well as a 
charitable deduction for the cash 
gift. 

e Gifts of real estate also offer 
substantial tax benefits. The full 
appraised value of the real estate 
is deductible, and you need not 
pay capital gains tax on any 
appreciation in value. 

e A planned gift can be used to 
provide future benefits. The most 
common example is to include a 
bequest in your will. While 
bequests do not affect your 
current tax liability, they can 
reduce the value of the taxable 
estate. 

e Another popular planned gift 
option is the charitable remain
der trust. Establishing a charitable 
remainder trust allows you or 
another beneficiary or both to 
receive income for life (or a 
specified number of years). The 
size of the tax deduction you 
may take-income and gift tax or 
estate tax-varies with each 
individual arrangement. A 
charitable contribution of the 
remainder interest in a personal 
residence or farm yields an 
income tax deduction equal to 
the present value of that interest. 
This type of lifetime deferred gift 
can provide superior after-tax 
results. 

e Life insurance is another 
important method of charitable 
giving. Depending upon the 
situation, the gift will provide a 
tax deduction equal to the cash 
surrender value of the policy, its 
replacement value, or its tax 
basis. 

Obtaining maximum tax benefits 
from charitable giving is not 
always easy. Tax laws are com
plex, and you should work with 
your accountant, lawyer, or 
financial adviser when you are 
considering a gift. If you would 
like to discuss making a planned 
gift to the Institute of Technology 
or would like more information, 
please contact us at: 
Telephone: 612-624-5537 
Fax: 612-624-2841 
E-mail: rwh@fs1.itdean.umn.edu 
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Twenty-two University of Minne
sota alumni and their spouses 
enjoyed a UMAA-sponsored tour 
of North Yorkshire, England, in 
September. Among the alumni 
on the tour were Robert Mattern 
(Chemical Engineering 1944, 
1952 Ph.D.) and his wife, joan, of 
Seabrook, Texas. All University of 

Minnesota alumni who are 
living in England were 
invited to attend a recep
tion and dinner in 
Harrogate on September 
15. Two IT alumni, 
Robert Jahnke (Aeronau
tical Engineering 1939) 
and R. Robert Holl 
(Chemical Engineer
ing 1945, 1948 
M.S.), both resi-
dents of England 
for over 20 years, 
made the trip 
from London to 

join the group for 
the evening. IT alumni 

relations director Frank Robertson 
accompanied the tour as the 
University host. 

Members of the IT Class of 1947 
(all degrees) will celebrate their 
50th anniversary next year. 
Letters will be mailed to class 
members soon to determine the 
best time to hold the reunion. If 
you're interested in serving on 
the planning committee, 
contact Frank Robertson at 
612-626-8282. 
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The Institute of Technology Alumni 
Society (ITAS) Board of Directors 
met September 26 to approve the 
annual plan and budget for the 
new year, and to hear Dean H. Ted 
Davis present a report on current 
issues facing IT. The ITAS goals for 
1996-97 include: supporting the 
University of Minnesota Alumni 
Association (UMAA) goal of 
increasing association membership 
to 50,000 by the year 2000; 
developing and strengthening 
alumni loyalty to IT by sponsoring 
visible professional development 
programs and assisting with career 
placement; strengthening the 
alliance between IT and the 
business community; and contrib
uting to the IT student experience 
by providing support through 
mentoring and scholarship 
assistance. The board accepted the 
resignation of Harold White as vice 
president for student relations and 
elected Heather Midje Larson to fill 
the position . 

ITAS is once again sponsoring the 
IT Mentor Program, which 
matches alumni with current IT 
students for winter and spring 
terms. The program is designed to 
give students the benefit of alumni 
experience in planning courses 
and making career decisions. If 
you're interested in becoming a 
mentor, contact Frank Robertson 
at 612-626-8282. 
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maria Gini grew up in 
Milan, in a culture steeped in 
history and tradition . Her work as 
an associate professor of com
puter science, on the other hand, 
couldn't be more futuristic or 
nontraditional-particularly for a 
woman . Since receiving a 
doctorate degree in physics from 
the University of Milan in 1972, 
Gini has dedicated her profes
sional life to understanding and 
teaching artificial intelligence and 
robotics. 

In some respects, Gini 's accom
plishments can be divided neatly 
into two camps-her remarkable 
success in teaching students to 
think, learn, and broaden their 
horizons, and her success in 
programming robots to accom
plish precisely those same skills. 

Gini has developed a program 
based on neural networks, for 
example, that allows robots to 
learn much as people do, 
through trial and error. Toward 
that end, she and her research 
group constructed a small robotic 
car (complete with a trailer hitch) 
with the goal of "teaching" it to 
back up a trailer to a specific 
target- in this case, a bright 
lightbulb. Infrared detectors 
placed on the car allow it to track 

~ the light source. 
g 
t: 

~ "When the car jackknifes, it 
£ receives a signal via sensors 
..t: 

E" 
~ 
0 Maria Glni, associate professor of 
it computer science 
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telling it that what it's doing 
didn't work," says Gini. "It takes 
about 20 to 30 trials for the robot 
to learn to do it correctly, with 
each trial starting in a different 
spot. Once the learning is 
completed, you can put the 
robotic car and trailer down 
anywhere in view of the infrared 
sensors and it successfully backs 
up to the target the first time." 

What distinguishes the method 
and algorithms Gini developed 
from other studies is that the 
learning is accomplished in 
relatively few trials. "The idea is 
to be able to build a robot that 
will learn what you want it to do 
without having to spend hun
dreds of thousands of dollars and 
countless hours programming it 
to do elaborate tasks," explains 
Gini. 

To further increase the speed of 
learning, Gini is looking at how 
learning occurs in neural net
works. Does it make a difference 
if you mimic the way people 
learn by starting with easier tasks 
and building on that informa
tion? What is the best order in 
which to present information? 
Will it make a difference if the car 
always starts from the same 
place? 

Gini is also trying to "teach" 
robots how to cope with the 
unexpected, like going into a 
specific room, for example, even 
if the door is locked or the 
corridor is blocked. "People are 
able to figure out what to do in 
situations they've never been in 
before and that's what I'm trying 
to accomplish with robots," says 
Gini, "by building a program
ming system that allows them to 
respond to unpredictable or 
random events without having to 
program explicitly for every 
possible contingency." 
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To date, Gini and her research 
group have developed methods 
that enable robots to navigate 
around obstacles-even moving 
obstacles (like people)-and find 
their way to an assigned location 
without too much difficulty. If 
they get lost, they stop and begin 
to beep. 

But teaching robots to deal with 
the unexpected is only part of it. 
Gini also wants them to take 
initiative and make decisions- a 
proposition that has led her to 
think about such matters as how 
to structure a robotic society in 
her brave new world . 

"Suppose the dean and an 
assistant professor each have 
their own robots," says Gini. 
"Should the robots have the 
same power? Should they be able 
to do the same things? Or should 
we reflect our societal structure 
on the robotic society by giving 
some more capabilities than 
others? In another scenario, what 
happens when two robots want 
to enter the room at the same 
time? Who goes first? The 
moment you create more than 
one robot, you create a society, 
and now you have to come up 
with laws that control that 
society." 

So what do you do when a robot 
misbehaves? According to Gini, 
people who want "an advan
tage" could create robots that 
don't abide by the rules. The 
same could occur in another area 
in which Gini is currently con
ducting research, that of software 
"agents." 

"Basically, agents are sophisti 
cated software systems that make 
certain intelligent decisions on 
their own-such as choosing the 
best source for electrical power 
for a power company based on 
need, availability, and cost," 
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explains Gini . "The power can be 
purchased automatically using 
intelligent agents without any 
human involvement. Right now, 
agents-like robots- are de
signed to have lots of coopera
tion, but no one can prevent 
someone from creating aggres
sive agents or aggressive robots." 

On the other side of her work
her students- there's no doubt 
that Gini is making equally 
significant contributions. She 
received the Distinguished 
Teaching Award from Continuing 
Education and Extension in 1995, 
the Morse-Amoco Award for 
Contributions to Undergraduate 
Education in 1987, and the 
Outstanding Professor Award 
from the Institute of Technology 
Student Board in 1986 and again 
in 1993 . 

In addition to her role as associ
ate professor, she directs the 
Undergraduate Student Robotics 
Laboratory, which opened in 
1994 to give students the 
equipment and space they need 
to work on robotic design 
projects, two of which have fared 
well in national competitions. 

At the same time, Gini takes time 
to strengthen the pipeline by 
enticing more girls into science 
careers. She and her students 
demonstrate robots in her lab 
and in classrooms throughout the 
area to children of all ages and 
participate in the new computer 
camp for fifth- and sixth-grade 
girls. (See "Opening the Pipe
line," page 8.) 

"The nice thing about robots is 
they're fun," says Gini . "The kids 
love it and it's easy to explain . 
You bring the robot in, they see 
it, and they understand it. It's 
important to do this. If I get only 
one person to change her mind, 
that's good enough for me." 
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e Aerospace Engineering and 
Mechanics. Professor Daniel D. 
joseph received the Thomas 
Baron Award in Fluid-Particle 
Systems from the American 
Institute of Chemical Engineers 
(AIChE) Particle Technology 
Forum . joseph also presented 
lectures at the AIChE meeting in 
Chicago in November, at the 
Courant Institute and MIT in 
September, and at the University 
of California-Berkeley and the 
University of Illinois in October. 

e Biosystems and Agricul
tural Engineering. Professor 
Emeritus Donald W. Bates died on 
February 7, 1996, at the age of 
77. Bates was a member of the 
faculty from 1951 to 1987. 
• john Shutske was promoted to 
the rank of associate professor 
with tenure. • Assistant Professor 
Anuradha Subramanian joined 
the department in March . She 
has a Ph.D. degree in chemical 
engineering from Virginia 
Polytechnical Institute and State 
University. 

e Chemical Engineering and 
Materials Science. Regents' 
Professor Rutherford Aris pre
sented a paper in Denmark at a 
symposium honoring john 
Villadsen on his 60th birthday in 
june. • Professor Frank Bates has 
been named a Distinguished 
McKnight University Professor. 
• Professor Robert Carr served as 
chair of the organizing commit
tee of the XXII Informal Confer
ence on Photochemistry at the 
University of Minnesota in june. 
• Professor and 3M Harry Helzer 
Chair C. Barry Carter was ap
pointed president-elect of the 
Microscopy Society of America 
in january and was named a 
fellow of the American Ceramic 
Society in April. Professor james 
Chelikowsky worked at the 
Ecole Polytechnique Federale de 
Lausanne during a recent sabbati-

cal in Switzerland and presented 
lectures at the Max Planck 
Institute in Stuttgart, Germany; at 
the University of Paris; and at the 
Cavendish Laboratory in Cam
bridge, England. • Professor 
Edward Cussler has been named 
to the IT Professor Chair, named 
chair of the American Association 
of Engineering Societies, and 
presented this year's Katz Lectures 
at the University of Michigan. 
• Assistant Professor Prodromos 
Daoutidis received the National 
Science Foundation Career 
Award. • Associate Professor 
jeffrey Derby served as a visiting 
professor for four months in 
Belgium and presented invited 
lectures in Spain, France, and 
Germany. Derby has also been 
named a policy fellow at the 
University's Humphrey Institute of 
Public Affairs. • Professor Christie 
Geankoplis discussed his textbook 
Transport Processes and Unit 

Operations at the November 
American Institute of Chemical 
Engineers annual meeting. 
• Professor William Gerberich's 
research group recently received 
the Best Paper of the Year Award 
from Acta Materialia and mention 
for best research paper at the 
Thermal Spray Conference in 
japan. • Profesor Emeritus Richard 
Oriani gave two invited talks at 
the University of Hokkaido in 
Sapporo, japan, in October. 
• Professor Matt Tirrell received 
the Charles M.A. Stine Award 
from the Materials Science and 
Engineering Division of the 
American Institute of Chemical 
Engineers. Tirrell served as Shell 
Visiting Professor in the Chemical 
Engineering Department at 
Cambridge University. He also 
helped coordinate a cooperative 
effort between the Medical 
School and IT that led to a $1 
million Special Opportunity 
Award from the Whitaker Founda
tion to the Biomedical Engineer
ing Institute. • Assistant Professor 
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Renata Wentzcovitch received a 
$270,000 grant from the Na
tional Science Foundation to 
study thermoelastic properties of 
Earth-forming mineral phases 
through reliable and predictive 
computer simulations. 

e Chemistry. Professor Albert 
Moscowitz died of cancer on 
September 25, 1996, in Minne
apolis at the age of 67 . 
Moscowitz, who joined the 
University faculty in 1959, was 
internationally known as an 
authority on the prediction and 
interpretation of molecular 
spectra . He was elected a fellow 
of the American Physical Society 
and a foreign member of the 
Royal Danish Academy of Sci
ences and Letters. 

e Computer Science. Associate 
Professor Daniel Boley was 
elected to senior membership in 
the IEEE in July. 

e Electrical Engineering. 
Ahmed Tewfik and james Leger 
were promoted to the rank of 
professor; David Lilja, Matthew 
O'Keefe, and Ramesh Harjani 
were promoted to the rank of 
associate professor. • Associate 
Professor Kevin Buckley was given 
the Best Instructor Award by the 
HKN/electrical engineering 
department in May. • Professor 
V. S. Cherkassky gave two invited 
talks this summer, at the NATO 
Advanced Study Institute on Soft 
Computing in Turkey and at the 
World Congress on Neural 
Networks in San Diego, Calif. 
• Assistant Professor Shantanu 
Dutt and former graduate 
student W. Deng received a Best 
Paper Award at the ACM/IEEE 
Design Automation Conference 
in june. • Professor and depart
ment head M . Kaveh was a 
member of a commission that 
evaluated Portuguese electrical 
and computer engineering 
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research centers for the Portu
guese Ministry of Science and 
Technology in july. He delivered a 
plenary lecture on array signal 
processing at the International 
Symposium on Signal Processing 
and Its Applications in Australia in 
August. • Professor E. Bruce Lee 
has been appointed the first 
holder of the Vincentine Hermes
Luh Professorship in Electrical 
Engineering. • Associate Professor 
David ]. Lilja gave invited talks on 
"Emerging Trends in High
Performance Computer Architec
ture" at the IEEE Computer 
Society, Twin Cities Section, in 
April and at 3M Corporation in 
Maplewood, Minn ., in june. 
• Associate Professor jay Moon 
has been awarded the IBM 
Partnership Award . • Professor 
Marshall Nathan has been 
reappointed to hold the Centen
nial Chair in Electrical Engineer
ing . • Assistant Professor 
Laurie Nelson was granted 
the Early Career Award by the 
National Science Foundation 
in june. Professor Keshab 
Parhi and graduate student]. 
Satyanarayana received a Best 
Paper Award at the ACM/IEEE 
Design Automation Conference 
in june . • Professor Dennis Palla 
was awarded the Best Teacher 
Award in Electrical Engineering 
by the IT Student Board in May. 
Palla also recently organized and 
chaired a workshop in Washing
ton, D.C., for the Department of 
Defense. • Assistant Professor 
Andrew Teel has been awarded 
the University of Minnesota's 
McKnight Land-Grant Professor
ship. • Professor Ahmed Tewfik 
gave several invited talks th is 
summer, at Tokyo University and 
IBM in japan; at Bilkent University 
in Ankara, Turkey; and at the NEC 
Research Institute in Princeton, 
N.J . He has been reappointed 
editor-in-chief of IEEE Signal 
Processing Letters. 
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e Mathematics. Professor 
Avner Friedman, director of the 
Institute for Mathematics and Its 
Applications, has been named a 
Regents' Professor, the 
University's highest faculty 
distinction. 

e Mechanical Engineering. 
Associate Professor Thomas 
Chase coached the winning team 
in the Comparative Motion & 
Control Contest organized by the 
Systems and Design Group of the 
American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers. The team's entry 
provided the "best solutions to 
real-world engineering problems" 
in accordance with contest goals. 
• Associate Professor jane 
Davidson and graduate student 
Scott Dahl received the Best 
Paper Award from the Solar 
Fundamental Committee of the 
American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers in April for "Issues of 
Predicting Performance of 
Thermosyphon Heat Exchanges." 
• Professor Steven Girshick 
chaired the Gordon Research 
Conference on Plasma Processing 
Science in New Hampton, N.H., 
in August. He served as a visiting 
professor at the University of Paris 
in April and May and at the 
Finnish Physical Society in May. 
• Professors Thomas Kuehn and 
james Ramsey received the Best 
Poster Award at the American 
Society of Heating, Refrigerating 
& Air Conditioning Engineers' 
semiannual meeting in june for 
their paper "Moisture Storage 
and Non-Isothermal Transport 
Properties of Common Building 
Materials." 
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Richard J. Appert 
Civil Engineering 1937 
Richard Appert is retired as executive 
vice president of Kimberly-Clark of 
Dallas. He resides in Clemson, South 
Carolina. 

1940s 
Robert W. Rosene 
Civil Engineering 1945, M.S. 1948 
Bob Rosene of St. Paul received the 
Distinguished Eagle Scout Award 
from the lndianhead Council, Boy 
Scouts of America, in September. The 
award is presented to only 1 00 
individuals nationwide each year who 
received the Eagle award 25 years or 
more ago and have gained status, 
fame, or eminence in their life work 
and who have shared their talents 
with their community as volunteers. 

Robert G. Lusian 
Naval Science 1946 
Robert Lusian retired in 1982 and 
lives in Rancho Palos Verdes, 
California, where he is active as a 
volunteer docent and teacher on 
various nature subjects. 

Li-Chin Chiang 
Pharmaceutical Chemistry 1951, 
Ph.D. 
Li-Chin Chiang is a professor of 
photographic chemistry at the 
Academia Sinica Huang Zhuang in 
Beijing. He was elected an academi
cian of the Academy of Sciences of 
China in 1980. 

Julio Cordero 
Aeronautical Engineering 1951, M.S. 
julio Cordero is vice president of the 
BUSEK Company in Natick, Massa
chusetts. 

James K. Elletson 
Civil Engineering 1955 
james Elletson and his wife, Beverly, 
of Detroit Lakes, Minnesota, returned 
in july from a month-long volunteer 
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mission in Vladivostok, Russia . 
Elletson is a member of the Interna

tional Executive Service Corps, a 
nonprofit organization that sends 
retired American executives to assist 
business enterprises in the develop
ing world and the emerging democ
racies. 

Paul F. Morstead 
Chemical Engineering 1955 
Paul Morstead retired in 1994 after 
39 years with the Conoco Corpora
tion. He resides in Montgomery, 
Texas. 

Robert C. Robertson 
Civil Engineering 1955 
Robert Robertson retired in March as 
chairman of the board of RCM in 
Minnetonka, Minnesota, where he 
began as a design engineer 31 years 
ago. 

Allan F. Schneider 
Geology 1957, Ph.D. 
Allan Schneider retired in 1993 
following 45 years of teaching 
geology at Penn State, the University 
of Minnesota, Washington State 
University, and the University of 
Wisconsin at Parkside, where he 
holds the title of professor emeritus. 

Elsayed M. Badawy 
Mechanical Engineering 1959, Ph.D. 
Elsayed Badawy is professor emeritus 
at the University of Alexandria in 
Egypt. 

1960s 
Jerry F. Andres 
Mechanical Engineering 1961 
jerry Andres has retired after 33 years 
with Allied Signal of Hopewell, 
Virginia, where he served as supervi
sor of engineering. He and his wife, 
Gloria, have four children and three 
grandchildren. 

Peter B. Crawford 
Chemical Engineering 1962 
Peter Crawford has retired as 
chairman of B-Tree Verification 
Systems Inc. of Minnetonka, 
Minnesota, which provides tools to 
assure that quality is built into 
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products containing embedded 
software. 

Howard H. Lo 
Geology 1964 M.S. 
Howard Lo is a professor of geology 
at Cleveland State University, where 
he has been on the faculty for 26 
years. He has been active in the fields 
of geological and environmental 
sciences. 

Ted Szczech 
Electrical Engineering 1967 Ph.D. 
Ted Szczech is a division scientist 
with the 3M Company in St. Paul, 
which he joined in 1967. He worked 
in magnetic products until 1986, 
when he joined traffic control 
materials. In both divisions, he 
developed theoretical models for the 
design of new products. 

Mike Savage, P.E. 
Mechanical Engineering 1968 
Mike Savage is president of Savage 
Engineering of Spring Park, Minne
sota, a company that has specialized 
in the design of hydraulic, molded, 
and metal fabricated consumer and 
industrial products since 1968. 

1970s 
Matthew J. Cunningham 
Physics 1971 M.S. 
Matthew Cunningham plans to retire 
at the end of the year from the City 
of Minneapolis, where he now works 
as a systems analyst in the informa
tion and technology services 
department. He and his wife, Cathy, 
look forward to travel and the study 
of personal computing, theoretical 
physics, and the history and philoso
phy of science. 

Mona Abdei-Rahman 
Electrical Engineering 1972, Ph.D. 
Mona Abdei-Rahman is president of 
Global Engineering Group in Edina, 
Minnesota, which he founded in 
1995. Previously he was employed 
by Honeywell and Eaton Corpora
tions. 

Thomas G. Krzewinskl 
Civil Engineering 1972 
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Thomas Krzewinski of Duluth, 
Minnesota, was recently elected a 
fellow in the American Society of 
Civil Engineers. He is currently a 
director for the Consulting Engineers 
Council of Minnesota, the Arrowhead 
chapter of MSPE, and the Duluth 
Engineers Club. He is also chairman 
of the community advisory commit
tee for the Duluth section of ASCE. 

Tom C. Miller 
Chemistry 1972 
Tom Miller has recently been 
appointed lab director at Alpha 
Chemical & Biological Laboratories in 
Petaluma, California, a contract 
laboratory offering services to the 
pharmaceutical/biotechnology 
industry and to companies that 
manufacture nutritional supplements. 

Miles L. Davenport 
Electrical Engineering 1973, M.B.A. 
1985 
Miles Davenport of Mendham, New 
jersey, has been appointed president 
and CEO of Russian Telecommunica
tions Development Corporation in 
Moscow. 

Raymond P. Johnston 
Chemical Engineering 1980 
Raymond johnston is a research 
specialist with the 3M Company of 
St. Paul, where he is developing 
microreplicated-based technologies 
in the Optics Technology Center. His 
wife, Vickie (Peterson) Johnston, 
also an IT graduate (Chemical 
Engineering 1981), works at 3M in 
the development of film-based 
graphic films with novel high
performance adhesives for consumer 
markets. They have three sons, ages 
13, 9, and 4. 

Rick Thienes 
Mechanical Engineering 1980, 
M.B.A. 1981 
Rick Thienes is president of Eclipse 
Industries Inc. of St. Cloud, Minne
sota. He has been going to eclipses 
all over the world, and will visit 
Russia in November with the 
Planetary Society; the group will visit 
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Star City, the cosmonaut training 
area. 

Wesley N. Schaffran 
Civil Engineering 1981 
Wesley Schaffran, a native of 
Wabasso, Minnesota, was named 
president and CEO of United Steel 
Structures Inc. of Houston in Septem
ber. United Steel Structures is a 
privately held corporation that 
provides heavy industrial steel 
buildings for the oil, gas petrochemi
cal, and energy industries throughout 
North America and internationally. 

Steven R. Hane 
Geological Engineering 1983 
Steven Hane has been promoted to 
vice president of domestic sales for 
ADC Telecommunications Network 
Services Division in Littleton, Colo
rado. 

Lisa (Podoll) Lee, P.E. 
Civil Engineering 1985 
Lisa Lee, a senior project engineer 
with Barr Engineering Company of 
Bloomington, Minnesota, has been 
named the 1 996 winner of the 
Consulting Engineers Council of 
Minnesota president's award for 
outstanding contributions for the 
benefit of the society and the 
profession. 

John J. Foley 
Electrical 1987 
Captain john Foley has left the U.S. 
Marine Corps and returned to 
Minneapolis following a tour of duty 
with the Third Marine Division in 
Okinawa. He completed helicopter 
flight school in 1990, did tours of 
duty in Hawaii and Romania, and 
served in the Persian Gulf War aboard 
the USS Tripoli and the USS Tarawa. 

)in He 
Electrical Engineering 1988 M.S., 
1990 Ph.D. 
)in He has joined the technical 
support staff at AT&T Bell Labs 
(Lucent Technologies) in Mesquite, 
Texas, where he is working on several 
high-frequency switch-mode rectifier 
projects for wireless communication 
and network equipment. 
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Mohamed Fayad 
Computer Science 1993 M.S., 1994 
Ph.D. 
Mohamed Fayad has been reap
pointed editor-in-chief of IEEE 
Computer Society Press Practices in 
Computer Science and Engineering. He 
was also guest editor for the Septem
ber 1996 IEEE Computer theme issue 
"Managing Object-Oriented 
Software Development." 

David E. Knight 
Geological Engineering 1993 
David Knight has been appointed 
senior environmental engineer with 
OHM Remediation Services Inc. in 
Kapolei, Hawaii, a leading environ
mental remediation firm with over 30 
offices nationwide. He was formerly 
an environmental engineer with the 
Twin Cities Army Ammunition Plant. 

Yoshihide Senzakl 
Chemistry 1993 Ph.D. 
Yoshihide Senzaki has recently joined 
Sharpe Microelectronics Inc. of 
Camas, Washington, as a member of 
the technical staff. He has been 
working on IC process technology. 

Ozulklfli Scherber 
Electrical Engineering 1996 
Ozulkifli Scherber has been hired as a 
software engineer in Motorola's 
private radio networks engineering, 
land mobile products sector in 
Schaumberg, Illinois. 
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James A. Peterson 
Geology 1949 M.S., 1952 Ph.D. 

When retired geologist james A. 
Peterson recalls growing up on his 
family's fruit farm in Southwestern 
Michigan, two memories stand out. 

"One is being stirred out of that cozy 
feather-tick bed in the predawn 
hours-those frigid February morn
ings in particular," he recalls, "first for 
a trip to the outhouse and then to get 
the chores done before breakfast and 
be off for a walk to the two-room 
country schoolhouse a mile and a half 
away." 

The second is of a bitter cold February 
morning when his dad came running 
up the stairs shouting, "Get out 
immediately! The house is on fire!" 
About half an hour later, all was lost 
except for one dresser drawer of 
family records his mother had 
managed to salvage. 

This was during the Great Depression, 
so when the family moved to Indiana 
to start over with another small fruit 
farm, the venture was practically 
doomed from the start. The bank 
foreclosed, and the family moved to 
Chicago, leaving james behind with a 
neighbor to finish his last year of high 
school. 

That year Peterson won a Rector 
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Scholarship-awarded to the scholas
tically highest man in the class-to 
attend DePauw University. "Not 
having much hope of going to 
college during the Depression, this 
was a gratifying event and I made 
plans to seize the opportunity," 
Peterson recalls. "But the neighbor 
lady kindly reminded me of my 
financial obligations to my family." 

So college plans-and the scholar
ship-yielded to the more practical 
plans of surviving the Depression, and 
Peterson started off his work life as a 
delivery boy and apprentice meat 
cutter for the neighborhood 
butcher-a far cry from the renowned 
geologist he was to become. His 44-
year career resulted in extraordinary 
contributions to industry, academia, 
and government. 

While he was working for Shell Oil 
Company from 1952 to 1965, 
primarily in the Rocky Mountains, 
Peterson's expertise as a stratigrapher 
and the data he amassed painted a 
broad geological picture that helped 
lead the company to further oil 
exploration and prevent costly 
exploratory failures. At the same time, 
he served for roughly ten years on the 
American Association of Petroleum 
Geologists' (AAPG) first committee to 
deal with the mounting problem of 
the disposal of nuclear waste. 

As a geology professor at the Univer
sity of Montana from 1965 to 1976, 
Peterson left a lasting legacy by 
teaching, nurturing, and helping 
hundreds of students, including 
world-renowned dinosaur and fossil 
expert jack Horner, achieve promising 
careers in geology and add to the 
body of knowledge about Earth and 
its many processes. 

Peterson worked for the U.S. Geologi
cal Survey from 1948 to 1951 and 
again from 1976 to 1995, taking on a 
number of projects, including major 
resource studies of the Rocky Moun
tain area basins and the World Energy 
Resources Program, designed to 
determine where and how much oil 
is yet to be discovered throughout 
the world. 
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Peterson's superior work as a 
geologist has not gone unrecog
nized. This year, he received the 
University of Minnesota Outstanding 
Achievement Award as well as the 
AAPG Honorary Membership Award 
to add to a long list of awards 
bestowed on him over the years. 

Needless to say, Peterson somehow 
managed to find his way to college 
(about nine years after high school) 
regardless of the obstacles, eventu
ally completing M.S. and Ph.D. 
degrees in geology in 1949 and 
1952, respectively, at the University 
of Minnesota. Not surprisingly, he 
sees it all-the fire, the Depression, 
and World War II, which interrupted 
his undergraduate pursuits for more 
than three years-not as stumbling 
blocks or barriers, but just as a part 
of life. 

Fred A. Donath 
Geology 1954 

It's hard to say what geologist and 
University of Minnesota Outstanding 
Achievement Award winner Fred A. 

Donath enjoys more-geology or 
synthesis. Many would say it's the 
latter. In fact, Donath openly admits 
it's why he chose geology as a field 
of study in the first place, because it 
allowed him to integrate so many of 
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his interests in chemistry, physics, 
and math. 

Donath's accomplishments are as 
varied as his interests. At the age of 
14 he earned the rank of Eagle Scout, 
at 16 he became a pilot, and at 18 
he was valedictorian of his high 
school class. Throughout his 
professional career, he has been 
recognized internationally for his 
contributions to the dynamic 
interpretation of deformed rock 
masses. But these accomplishments 
are perhaps surpassed by something 
that isn't as easily tacked up on the 
wall-a seemingly uncanny ability to 
tie different fields, ideas, and people 
together in a way that inspires new 
insights and understanding. 

As a professor at Columbia University 
and later as head of the geology 
department at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign for 11 
years, Donath took the same 
approach to teaching, research, and 
department building as he did in his 
undergraduate studies at the 
University of Minnesota and master's 
and doctoral work at Stanford: 
emphasizing the whole and integrat
ing aspects of geology that included 
field, theoretical, and experimental 
perspectives. 

In 1980 Donath left the University of 
Illinois and dedicated himself full 
time to a task that demanded even 
greater integration skills: the problem 
of high-level radioactive waste 
disposal. In addition to providing 
vital geological expertise (which had 
been sorely lacking in national 
assessment programs), Donath 
began to bridge the gap between 
the interdisciplinary groups involved, 
politicians, academia, and, most 
importantly, the public. 

"The power really lies with the 
public," Donath says. "But the public 
cannot exercise that power unless 
they have the knowledge. The public 
has to be informed and has to put 
pressure on their governmental 
representatives. I have great confi
dence in the ability of reasonable 
people to come to the best decision 
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for a given set of circumstances. But 
the consequences in terms of 
economics and safety can be serious 
if they aren't fully informed." 

Initially, Donath founded CGS Inc. 
and served as a geologic consultant 
to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission and Sandia National 
Laboratories on nuclear waste 
isolation and a methodology for risk 
assessment of waste isolation 
facilities. In 1984 he sold his com
pany to the Earth Technology 
Corporation, where he continued his 
involvement on nuclear waste as 
director and principal geoscientist 
and, later, as corporate vice president 
for research and development. 

Throughout the 14 years prior to 
leaving Earth Technology in 1990, 
Donath served on numerous 
radioactive waste-related commit
tees, including the President's 
Interagency Review Group for the 
Isolation of Nuclear Waste. More 
recently, he served on the Environ
mental Management Advisory Board 
of the U.S. Department of Energy. 

Donath's years of experience in 
"synthesis" culminated in 1990 in his 
founding of the Geological Society of 
America's Institute for Environmental 
Education, where he served as 
executive director through 1994, 
when he retired. In keeping with his 
forte, Donath's twofold goal for the 
institute has been to inform the 
public about the importance of 
geoscience in solving critical 
environmental problems and to 
educate geoscientists about the vital 
necessity of their involvement in 
helping decide the future of the 
planet. 
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Ramona '52 and Ray Christensen '49 
Chairpersons of the 
1996-97 Annual Fund 

• 
OICe 
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Fund 

Ray Christensen, radio voice of Gopher sports 

for nearly three decades, has had a long and 

memorable relationship with the University. 

Now Ray, and his wife Ramona, are adding a new 

dimension to that relationship by serving as the 

"voice" of the 1996-97 Annual Fund. 

"As Annual Fund chairpersons," say Ray and 

Ramona, "we have the opportunity to say 'thank 

you' to alumni and friends for past contributions 

and, at the same time, help people understand 

that continued support of this great university is 

necessary." 

Ray and Ramona know the excitement of a 

Gopher victory. They also know that to keep 

the University of Minnesota a respected teaching 

and research institution requires participation by 

alumni and friends. When you receive your Annual 

Fund mailing, please join Ray and Ramona and 

voice your support for the University of Minnesota. 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

POUNDA'l'lON 

University of Minnesota Foundation, J 300 South Second Street, Suite 200, Minneapolis, MN 55-15-t-1029 
or call 612-624-3333 or 800-775-2187 
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Wade W. Larkin 
Civil Engineering 1938 
Gladstone, Mich., Summer 1996 

Edward P. Ney 
~ Physics 1942 

Minneapolis, july 9, 1996 I I I 
:>--- Jerome N. Julius 

Civil Engineering 1948 
Minneapolis, August 2, 1996 

Seymour N. Cray 
Electrical Engineering 1949, 
Mathematics 1951 M.S. 
Colorado Springs, Colo., 
October 5, 1996 
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